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SUMMARY
A literature survey has been carried out in an attempt to establish the
current technical knowledee relating to the service performance of
repair welds in the structural steel industry. It has been found that
in general, repair welds perform satisfactorily, but there a.r e a
number of cases where a failure has been a direct result of a defective
repair weld. This usually comes about because there are particular
problems associated with making a satisfactory repair, as well as
the general problems associated with making any weld, and these are
often not fully appreciated or understood. More importantly , the
literature has shown that many repairs, perhaps even the majority,
that are required by existing standards, are unnecessary from a
structural point of view. This is particularly true of repairs to
slag and porosity. There is an urgent need for supplementary codes of
practice dealing specifically with the need to repair, and also
guidance on how to repair. Such documents would need to be readily
workable, and a quality band approach has been recommended as the most
suitable.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many major research programmes have been conducted

to establish the significance of weld defects with respect to structural
integrity and the likelihood of differing modes of structural failure.
As a result of this research it has become clear that conventional
weld defect acceptance criteria are arbitrary or based on good
workmanship, and rarely relate to the possible effects of the defects
on performance. This means that many repair welds made in industry
are unnecessary from a fitness for purpose viewpoint, and as such they
have adverse consequences in terms of cost , without any benefit in
terms of structural integrity. In fact, integrity may actually suffer
as a direct result of the repair.
It has been estimated that unnecessary repair and re-repair typically
add 10% to construction costs. These direct costs are not insignificant ,
and furthermore the consequential extra cost in terms of late delivery
etc, can often exceed them by an order of magnitude. The quality of a
repair weld will often suffer due to practical difficulties arising
from working conditions which are less favourable than those under
which the original weld was made. There is a danger of introducing
new defects which are more harmful and less readily detectable than
those which are being repaired.
The type of defect most commonly repaired is three dimensional, such
as porosity and slag inclusions. It is no coincidence that these
defects are of the type most easily found by volumetric non-destructive
testing methods, but the less readily detectable two dimensional flaws
such as cracks and lack of fusion, which tend to be much more detrimental
to structural integrity , may go unnoticed and unrepaired. The advances
in the performance of non-destructive testing methods over the years
have meant that such a situation has become increasingly unlikely,
but with the consequence that more and more innocuous defects are
located and unnecessarily repaired.
Now that the structural significance of weld discontinuities is more
fully understood and approaches to their assessment on that basis
are documented there has been increasing use of these approaches
to evaluate the need to repair in specific situations , particularly in
high-risk applications such as the nuclear power industry. However, it
must be re~embered that at present, fitness-for-purpose evaluations
are often complex and time consuming, and in a few situations the cost
of such may outweigh the cost of the traditional repair approach.
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The present report describes a study of the published literature
relating to repair welding in the structural steel industry. From the
information contained therein , it has been possible to evaluate the
effect of repair work compared with the effect of the discontinuity
in its unrepaired condition. This data , together with a knowledge
of the capabilities of modern fract ure mechanics techniques in assessing
the significance of discontinuities, provides for most situations a
basis for a more rational and cost-effective approach to repair welding
than current design and fabrication codes allow.
2.

TIlE REQUIREMENT FOR WELD REPAIR .
Welding as a method of joining two or more pieces of metal together
is a universal technique. In virtually every manufacturing industry,
from micro-electronics to shipbuilding, welding has its place, be it
small or large. The quality of welding is as diverse as its applications.
For example, the simple spot weld that fastens the handle to the lid
of a trashcan does not have the same quality requirements as the weld
that joins two halves of a main supporting girder of a road bridge,
and the latter in turn has very different requirements to those of a
nuclear pressure vessel. Each is expected to fulfil a requirement,
although with differing degrees of reliability, since failure of the
first does no more than inconvenience one or two people, whereas failure
of the latter two may cause death, injury and hardship to many.
The quality of a weld depends on a number of factors, the choice of
design, consumables, and welding process are three obvious ones.
Perhaps a less obvious factor is quality assurance - is the completed
weld exactly what was intended by designer and fabricator ? The answer
1s usually tlnot quite", and the next question ls, "does it matter ?"

If the answer to that question is "yes" then corrective action is
required.
Weld quality is often expressed in terms of the shape, size, location
and frequency of the "defects" present, as well as in terms of

mechanical and metallurgical properties. The term "defect" though,
is somewhat misleading, as it implies the presence of a degrading fault
or flaw. This is sometimes, but not always, the case. A better word
to use is discontinuity, which describes more accurately what the
word defect is often used to describe, without the automatic implication
of imperfection.
Discontinuities in welding are normally classified from the fabricator's
point of view as one of five major categories, these being, in alphabetical
order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Crack or crack like.
Geometric.
Lack of fUSion / penetration.
Porosity.
Slag.
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Such discontinuities may arise from inadequate design and/ or fabrication
but some are inherent in the welding process, and this should always be
taken into consideration. To make a weld totally free of any
discontinuity is impossible. One should always strive to avoid the
poor design or bad workmanship that accounts for the majority of
weld discontinuities, but the pursuit of perfection should always be
considered along with the expense it inVOlves, and whether or not it
is necessary. Once the presence of discontinuities in welding has been
accepted as inevitable, the problem arises of defining what is and
what is not permissible. A reputable manufacturer recognises his
responsibility towards maintaining an appropriate degree of quality
control over his products, as his customer would expect. As far as
welding is concerned, the problem extends further than defining what
is acceptable. It is often difficult to establish exactly what size
and type of discontinuity is present, but this must usually be attempted
before any judgement of acceptability is possible.
In brief, there are two basic tasks to perform. First, the quality of
the weld, in terms of size, type, location and frequency of
discontinuities, mURt be established. Then a decision must be made
as to whether or not the quality is sufficient for the job in hand,
and if not, what corrective measures are appropriate.
2.1

Common Types of Discontinuities Associated With Welding
As stated earlier, weld discontinuities can be placed into one of five
major categories. These categories are normally ranked in decreasing
order of severity of their effect on the integrity of a welded
structure (1) as follows: 1, crack or cracklike; 2, geometric; 3, lack
of fusion / lack of penetration (LOF/ LOP); 4, slag; and 5, porosity.
The reasons behind the order of ranking relate to the effect of the
discontinuity on service performance, and will be considered in detail
in Section 4. The usual causes of the various types of discontinuity
are discussed below.

2.1.1

Cracks or Cracklike Discontinuities
Cracklike fabrication defects normally result from unsuitable materials
and/ or welding procedure ; and are exacerbated by poor workmanship .
Solidification cracking is caused by high thermally induced strain
acting on insufficiently ductile weld metal, but this is very rare in
structural steelwork nowadays. Hydrogen cracking can occur in the heat
affected zone (HAZ) or weld metal, the former being the more common .
It is caused by hydrogen diffusion from contaminated weld metal which
embrittles the microstructure to such an extent that only a low level
of strain results in fracture . Low hydrogen electrodes and submerged
arc fluxes have been developed to combat hydrogen cracking, but possibly
the most common cause is the usage of damp electrodes or fluxes.
Lamellar tearing is a form of cracking associated with the presence
of planes of non-metallic inclusions in the parent plate which reduce
the transverse ductility to a level insufficient to accommodate thermally
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induced strain . This problem is most prevalent in heavy sections or
highly restrained joints and can be avoided ei ther by careful joint
design, or preferabl by usin better uality steel.
~
_
....- In general, cracks or cracklike discontinuities are a result of incorrect
or inadequate selection of materials, cODsumables, or procedure, and

are sometimes beyond the control of the welder. This has important
ramifications where inspection and quality control are concerned, as
will be explained later .
Cracks are probably the most common type of service induced discontinuity.
It has been estimated (2) that 90% of all structural fail es result
directly from fatigue cracking, or brittle fracture following on fro~
fatigue cracking. Both types of failure normally initiate from a
fabrication induced discontinuity, but not necessarily one that was
cracklike. Stress corrosion cracking is an environmentally produced
cracklike discontinuity which, as the name implies, is a product of
corrosion acting on stressed metal.
2.1.2

Geometric Discontinuities
A geometric discontinuity in this context is a sudden change of shape
or a surface irregularity. Weld profile is usually considered as a
geometric discontinuity, although most are inherent in the design, for
example, sudden changes of section at a weld jOint, or the provision
of a permanent backing bar beneath a single sided butt weld. Misalignment
is a common source of geometric discontinuity not directly associated
with the weld, as is angular distortion. The weld profile discontinuities
in particular can be classified (3) under the following headings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Undercut.
Concavity or convexity.
Excessive (or insufficient) reinforcement.
Poor reinforcement angle.
Overlap.
Burn-through.
Shrinkage .
Surface irregularity.

Some labels are interchangeable in certain circumstances, such as 2, 3
and 7.

The term "reinforcement" although in common usage, 1s somewhat

misleading in that it implies a -beneficial effect, although in terms
of stress concentration, the converse is true.

The term overfill is

generally the more accurate. All the above are directly within the
control of the welder, and are consequently favoured areas of inspection
where workmanship is under examination. Also under the control of the
welder, but not directly associated with the weld are stray arc
strikes and weld spatter.
Service induced geometric discontinuities are rare, the only likely
one being pitting as a result of corrosion attack.
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2.1.3

Lack of Fusion and Lack of Penetration
These discontinuities have heen placed in their own category, for
although they are usually planar, they differ from cracks in that their
extremities are relatively blunt. Their nature and appearance are
self-evident from the titles, and they are hoth indicative of incorrect
welding procedure, poor workmanship, poor joint deSign, or a comhination
of these. Lack of penetration can be deliberate, as in a partial
penetration butt weld. Lack of side-wall fusion can be through-thickness,
especially in single pass weld. Lack of inter-run fusion is a phenonemon
associated with multi-pass welds, and is usually no more than one weld
run deep at any particular location.

2.1.4

Slag Inclusion
Buried slag inclusions occur predominantly in multiple-pass welds, and
may be intermittent or continuous. This type of discontinuity is
largely process controlled, and is influenced particularly by choice
of flux/electrode and weld geometry. The former influences the formation
of slag and the latter influences its detection and removal. For
example, a well-rounded weld bead in a deep narrow preparation is much
more likely to trap slag along the weld toes than a flatter weld bead
in a more open joint . The presence of buried slag is often indicative
or poor workmanship, because although the formation is a function of
process and consumables, most slag should normally be removed by the
operator before the next weld pass is made . This is especially true
of manual processes. Thus inspection and detection of slag is widely
used as a control of weld quality with respect to workmanship.

2.1.5

Porosity
Porosity is usually spherical, or "worm-hole" which is essentially
tubular. It may be scattered or clustered, and buried or surface
breaking. It results from gas in the molten weld metal failing to
escape completely to the surface. The formation of the gas usually
arises from the presence of contaminants on either the consumable or
the metal surfaces, and also from failure of shielding gas
(GMA processes) or loss of flux (subme~ged arc or SMA processes). As
such, it is a result of inadequate cleanliness and is indicative of
poor weld procedure or workmanship. Like slag, porosity levels are
often used as a guide to the standard of workmanship achieved.
It is interesting to examine the effect of welding process alone on
the preponderance of the various types of defect. Sandor (1) considered
five processes widely used in American shipyards, and ranked the
discontinuity types in decreasing order of frequency of occurrence
(Table 1). For submerged arc welding, the most frequent type was
LOF/ LOP. For the other four processes, slag or porosity or both
were the most frequently occurring types of discontinuity.
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2.2

Methods of Detecting Weld Discontinuities
Having accepted the fact that a production weld is almost certain to
contain discontinuities of some description, a judgement must normally
be made as to whether or not the discontinuities are acceptable. There
are two major reasons for this: Firstly, the presence of certain types
of discontinuity is indicative of inadequate control of material or
welding procedure or poor workmanship. Detection of these discontinuities
at an early stage in fabrication can lead to immediate corrective
action and thus avoid further deterioration of weld quality. Secondly ,
certain discontinuities may impair the performance of the finished
assembly, and for that reason they may not be tolerable. Before a
judgement can be made, it will be neccessary to identify the type of
discontinuity, locate its position,and ' esti3ate its si ze. This can be
done by some kind of destructive testing, but this has obvious
disadvantages and is rarely practicable. By far the most common methods
of defining discontinuities fall under the title of non-destructive
testing, or NDT.
(sometimes called non-destructive examination , NDE;,
or non-destructive inspection, NO!). •
There are many types of NDT
the most Common ones being:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

in use in the structural steel

industr~

Visual inspection.
Dye penetrant.
Magnetic particle.
Radiography.
Ultrasonic testing.

Each has its own advantages and disadvantages depending on individual
circumstances. These will now be outlined.
2.2.1

Visual Inspection
Visual inspection is by far the most commonly used method of NOT.
As well as deliberate inspection by qualified inspectors, most
concientious workers directly involved with fabrication will be visually
inspecting the job, before, during and after fabrication, and making
corrections where necessary as an inherent part of their work, although
they may not regard it as "inspection". It is the most appropriate
method of checking for weld profile and geometric discontinuities,
although its accuracy and repeatability can vary considerably . One
factor which affects this is the skill and training of the individual
inspector. Other factors include access, lighting, and surface condition
of the material. When inspecting for undercut, Jubb (4) points out that,
"good access for welding usually means good access for visual inspection
and these conditions are more likely to lead to the discovery of
undercut . The type, direction and intensity of lighting coupled with
the surface condition of the material are major factors in visual
inspection. I ~ is far easier to see and measure undercut after shot
blasting in a wel~~ nting ay, than to find it on rusty steel in
a weakly lit fabrication shop, when the work1 is keen to c lear the item
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as ready for painting".
Aids to visual inspection which most inspectors use include a portable
light source, a small mirror, some kind of weld profile gauge, and a
low power magnifying glass. These make the detection of quite small
surface discontinuities possible. As well as geometric discontinuities,
surface breaking porosity can be found, but surface breaking cracks
will not often be visually detectable. Where single sided butt joints
are made, the root surface will not always be accessible, and obviously,
buried discontinuities cannot be detected visually. For these,
volumetric NOT.
techniques such as Radiography and Ultrasonic testing
must be used .
2.2.2

Dye Penetrant and Magnetic Particle
These methods of NDT
are limited to detecting cracklike surface
breaking discontinuities. In a way, they may be considered as an
extension of visual inspection, since they enhance the appearance of
the above type of discontinuity so that they become visible to the
naked eye, whereas they may not have been visible normally. Of the
two, magnetic particle inspection is the more sensitive .

2.2.3

Radiography
Radiography is a technique in which a sensitive film is exposed by
radiation emanating from a radioactive or X-ray source and passing
first through the joint to be examined . Voids such as porosity, and
non-metallic inclusions such as slag are more transparent to the
radiation than solid metal, and thus a radiation path containing
such discontinuities has less attenuation and produces a stronger image
on the film. To be successful, this technique requires good control
of exposure and development of the film . Access to both sides of the
joint is desirable, but in relatively simple joints such as a pipe
girth weld, the technique can be just as effective when the exposure
is made through both walls when access to the inside is not possible.
On more complicated jOints, it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain
a satisf'"actory exposure of the weld in question without undue interference

from other material .

This is especially true of fillet welds.

The method is good for detection of buried volumetric discontinuities,
such as slag and porosity. It can indicate geometric discontinuities
such as "waggon track" root concavity in pipe welds.

However it is

unlikely to detect crack-like discontinuities, unless the planes 6f
these happen to lie within a few degrees of parallel to the beam
direction. The length of the discontinuity is easily determined, but
the thickness in the depth direction is almost impossible to estimate ,
although an experienced operator may be prepared to pass judgement
based on the relative densities of the radiographic image (5, 6). It
tends to become less sensitive as thickness increases (6) and cannot
position the discontinuity relative to the surfaces of the joint being
examined.
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2.:1.4

Ultrasonic Testing
Ultrasonic testing relies on the principle that the propagation of
sound waves through a nominally homogeneous material is altered by
discontinuities within the material . Surface boundaries, both external
and internal (as present at cracks, LOF and LOP, slag and porosity),
act as reflectors to the ultrasound, and detection of these reflections
indicates the presence of a discontinuity. However, surface effects
and metallurgical conditions such as coarse grain boundaries (7) can
also produce signals which may be erroneously interpreted.
The effectiveness of ultrasonic testing compared with radiography
depends on many factors . Ultrasonics becomes progressively more
effective with increasing thickness, except where clusters of porosity
are concerned (6). It is much more successful at detecting planar
discontinuities such as cracks, LOF and LOP. It can locate the position
and depth of a discontinuity, as well as its length, although the
accuracy of such measurements has been a source of some controversy

(8-14). This has come about for a number of reasons. Firstly,
ultrasonic testing is a relatively new method of NDT, which has
developed rapidly in recent years. Secondly, the accuracy depends
greatly on the skill and experience of the operator. There is much
more scope for subjective interpretation of ultrasonic Signals than for
radiographic records, largely because ultrasonic methods have the
potential to reveal much more information about the discontinuity.
Unlike radiography, ultrasonic testing does not normally provide a
hard copy of results, so all decisions will normally have to be made
by the operator on site. As Young (6) points out, boredom, lack of
personal comfort, presence of danger, personal problems and other
stress conditions can have significant influence on the performance
of the ultrasonic operator . Ref. 15 is a comprehensive and up to
date report on the current capabilities of ultrasonics as a method
of sizing discontinuities.
2.3

Codes of Practice and Assessment of Discontinuities
There are Codes of Practice and Standards relating to just about
every aspect of design and manufacture, including welding, relevant
to most industries. They are usually written and maintained by national
bodies and their purpose is to set standards of quality and safety to
which manufacturers and purchasers can easily relate. Codes of Practice
for welding and acceptance standards for welding discontinuities were
first developed when industrial use of weldin~ was in its infancy. They
were pioneered in the American petroleum industry, particularly by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American Standa.r ds
Association and the American Petroleum Institute. At the time, little
was known about the engineering significance of weld discontinuities,
and the standards tended to concentrate on what was considered to
constitute a level of good workmanship, coupled with some knowledge
of the quality that had given satisfactory service in the past.
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The advent of industrial radiography presented code bodies with
something of a dile~a: lar~e discontinuities were revealed in most
welds; far larger than those which had caused certain dramatic failures
in the recent past, but no worse than those found in older fabrications
which had stood the test of time. Some authorities adopted a very
strict approach which demanded that all radiographic · indications
should be repaired. Most, however, without any background upon which
to evaluate the true significance of these discontinuities, adopted
purely arbitrary acceptance levels. Even today, most acceptance levels
defined in codes and standards are merely an attempt to define the
normal limits for practical welding - a standard which an average welder
should, with reasonable care, be capable of achieving. They must also
take into account the practical 11mi tations of NIlT in detecting and
measuring discontinuities.
Basic NDT
capabi11 ties have improved considerably over the years, and
because of this there has been a tendency to generate more rigorous
acceptance standards which demand much more from the welder. In parallel
with these devlopments, there have been great advances in welding
technology, which to some extent have allowed these greater demands
to be met.

However, it has also resulted in larger, more complex, and

more ambitious welding projects to be attempted, which increase the
difficulty of both making a good weld, and subsequently inspecting it.
Because these developments rarely keep in step, there is a tendency
for imbalance between quality, inspection, and standards to develop.
These can be exacerbated by the often considerable inertia of code
bodies when trying to keep up with advances in technology. Consequently
standards of 4ifferent countries intended for the same applications
often vary considerably in their demands.
In the structural steel industry, the American code most relevant to
des i ", and fabrication is AWS D1.1 (.16). This is a very comprehensive
document, and it specifies acceptance levels for weld discontinuities
according to three types of construction, these being buildings, bridges,
and tubular structures. Limits determined by visual inspection are
much the same for all three. Weld shape is judged qualitatively with
the help of pictures, the only quantification being the maximum
convexity for fillet welds (0.07 x face width plus 1.5mm maximum) and
overfill for full penetration butt welds (3.2mm maximum). Cracks
and lack of fusion are universally unacceptable. Limits on depth of
undercut vary between 0.25mm and 1.6mm, and depend on a rather complex
and arbitrary relationship between proportional length, direction of
principal stress (longitudinal or transverse with respect to weld),
and thickness . Piping porosity limitations are based on diameter and
frequency in an equally complex and confusing fashion . Radiography
defines limits based on maximum diameter of indication in association
with weld size . For bridges and tubu l ar structures, diagrams of
radiographic images are provided as an aid to assessment, and for
tubular structures alone, there is a distinction between rounded and
elongated images.

Ultrasonic inspection is based on four severity levels,

and is defined by signal amplitude measurement.
assessment is very complex.
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For tubular joints,

The requirements are largely arbitrary and based on workmanship,
although some fitness-for-purpose concepts are present, for example,
consideration of direction of stressing. The use of ultrasonic testing
and its mention in the document is a relatively n ~ addition, and as
such is welcome, although SOme would argue that the type of testing
technique and acceptance criteria are inappropriate (15).
In comparison, similar British codes are less informative than AWS 01.1.
BS449 (buildings) (17) and BS5400 (bridges) (18) have virtually nothing
to say about acceptance of weld discontinuities, although BS5400 does
comment on joint misalignment. Here, the quali ty control stems from
the welder approval and procedure approval codes, BS4870 and BS4871
(19, 20), the important difference being that the quality standards are
only guaranteed on samples and test-pieces, rather than on the actual
fabrication. The most widely used British code of fabrication containing
some requirement for discontinuity assessment is the pressure vessel
code BS5500 (21). The acceptance levels appropriate to two categories
of construction are based on BS4870 and BS4871, and are broadly similar
to those in AWS 01.1, but are less complex and consequently easier to
interpret.

BS5500 makes a rather innovative concession, "when acceptance

levels different from those given in table 5.7 (1) have been established
for a particular application and are suitably documented, they may be
adopted by specific agreement", and "particular defects in excess of
those permitted in table 5.7 (1) may be accepted by specific agreement
between the purchasers, the manufacturer and the Inspecting Authority
after due consideration of material, stress and environmental factors".
This is an important advance over AWS 01.1 which has no flexibility,
with effect that discontinuities deemed to be unacceptable must either
be repaired or the product scrapped. Instead, BS5500 ~akes allowance
for further assessment from a fitness-for-purpose viewpoint based on
fracture mechanics before a final decision is made.
So far, little has been said about the recent trend towards fitnessfor-purpose as a means of assessment of discontinuities and the few
codes which utilise this approach, although it marks a radical change
in assessment philosQphy. It is now a generally accepted approach in
the high risk industries such as oil, gas and nuclear power, and is
gradually filtering through to the structural steel industry. The
implications and importance of this will be discussed in section 4.
3.

TIlE qUALITY AND ECONOMICS OF REPAIR WELDING
Having identified a welding discontinuity to be unacceptable according
to the relevant code of practice, then, in roost cases , corrective action
must be taken to rectify the situation. In some cases, this can be
achieved by removal of material. Dressing out of minor surface
imperfections by grinding is an example. However, in the vast majority
of situations, the removal of the unacceptable discontinuity has to be
followed by further welding to complete the repair. It is rare to
find any structural steel fabrication of moderate size and complexity
that has been put into service without any repair welding being present.
The vast majority contain repair welds of some description.
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3.1

The St ructural Integrity of Repair Welds
There are many cases on record where a dramatic failure has initiated
from a poorly executed repair weld (Section 3.1.1.). This in itself is
not indicative that repair welds are generally of a lesser structural
integrity than production welds, for the simple reason that of all
reported failures initiating from welds, repair- welds form only a small
proportion of the total. However, the percentage of repair welds as
a proportion of total welding is also small. The ratios of repair
weld failure to production weld failure and repair weld length/ volume to
production weld length/ volume would be interesting statistics, but
unfortunately they do not appear to be available. Two other factors
which further cloud the issue should also be considered: firstly, most
structures which contain repair welds perform satisfactorily in service.
Failures are often reported, but successes tend to go unnoticed; and
secondly, repair welds may be of a lower quality than production welds
without causing a failure in a conservatively designed fabrication, or
they may lie in a region which is relatively non-critical. To keep a
true perspective of the causes of service failures of weldments, it is
interesting to examine a collection of case histories of fatigue failures
in welded constructions presented by the International Institute of
Welding (22, 23).
Volume one (22)report&d 65 failures collected between 1954 and 1967.
Volume two (23) added a further 33 reports collected between 1967 and
1979. 34 of the reported failures related to rotating shafts, and are
not relevant to this report. Harrison, in his analysis of the data
(24) estimated that for normal welded structures, incorrect design or
unforeseen service conditions accounted for about 75% of all primary
causes of failure. The remaining 25% were identified as resulting from
defective fabrication, and were mainly related to fillet welded joint
details. Weld repair as a contributory cause of failure was not
identified in any of the reported cases.

3.1 • 1

Case Histories and Laboratory Tests Pertaining to the Performance of
Repair Welds.
As stated above, the majority of repair welds perform satisfactorily,
and so they are never reported. Some instances where repairs do cause
problems are treated confidentially and information is not available
in the open literature.

However, there are cases of repair welds causing

failure which are well documented, and important lessons can be learnt
from them.
One of the earliest and most widely reported repair weld failures took
place in Fawley, England, in February 1952 , when a large welded steel
oil storage tank burst during the latter stages of a " full head" hydrotest.
The failure was a continuous brittle fracture extending vertically
through every strake of plating. Because of the wide interest in, and
lack of understanding at the time, of that sort of failure, the
manufacturers commissioned a full investigation, the results of which
were made public (25).
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As part of the routine inspection during fabrication, a weld prober
was used to remove boat-shaped samples from a number of horizontal and
vertical welds. One sample was found to contain a crack (all others were
satisfactory), the extent of which was explored by removing a further
four samples from the same region, the resulting grooves being repaired
by welding. A crack from a prober repair occurred during filling, at
a head of 10m. It extended vertically from a horizontal weld 375mm
upwards and 225mm downwards. The tank was drained, the crack was chipped
out using a pneumatic chipping hammer to a double vee preparation and
re-welded. This repair proved to be of no further trouble, but after
failure it was examined, and it was found that it contained cracks
which were residual portions of the original crack not completely
re~oved,

as well as other defects.

The failure initiated from a weld prober repair in the first horizontal
weld from the base. Examination of the repair revealed circular marks
of the prober saw near the root of the outer weld. There was evidently
a continuous cavity or defect, which may have been slag-filled, at the
root of the outer weld, indicative of lack of root fusion. The root had
been sealed on the inside by short runs of weld metal about 3mm thick,
but no back chipping had been performed beforehand. The report makes
the important comment, "the weld repairs of the grooves resulting from
the removal of the prober specimens contained imperfections, and it
would seem that the sound welding of these grooves presents difficulties".
A second well-documented case (26, 27) is that of the mobile jack-up
drilling rig "Sea Gem", which sank in the North Sea on 27 December 1965,
with the loss of thirteen lives. The rig was suspended from its legs
by tie bars, flame cut from 76mm steel plate. Some weeks before the
failure, two tie bars on number 12 leg broke between the spade end and
the shank. These were replaced with spares, but no further action was
taken to establish the reason for the breakage.
It was presumed that the final collapse resulted from similar brittle
fractures of certain tie bars, such that those adjacent were overloaded,
also failed, and so the breakage spread until the rig capsized. Many
of the broken tie bars were recovered, and some showed evidence of weld
repairs to gouges made during the flame cutting, and also clear regions
of fatigue crack growth on the fracture surfaces. These repairs had not
been post weld heat treated, and contained cracks and other defects from
which failure had initiated. These defects were much more severe than
the rounded gouges which they were supposed to repair . Further
investigation showed that the majority of the steel used had inadequate
impact properties at the operating temperatures involved .
Another widely reported case concerning both defective welding and
defective repair came about following the fracture of one of the two
main girders of the then recently opened 179 bridge near Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania (10). The majority of the heavy butt joints in the bridge
were made using the electroslag process , which is particularly suited
to the fabrication of such joints, and widely used in the heavy
structural steel industry . It does, however, have a history of toughness
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and solidification cracking problems, and the very coarse grain structure
makes ultrasonic examination very difficult.
Field examination of these electroslag welds in several bridges
revealed a high incidence of repair welding. Repairs to the fusion
line on both sides of the weld and both sides of the plate were found
on virtually every weld examined. Also, up to 20% of the welds contained
in-dep th repairs varying from one quarter to full thickness. Multiple
repairs were common, and where the repair was to the surface only,

buried discontinuities had sometimes been left underneath. In the
179 bridge, the main fracture had initiated from a weld containing
multiple in-depth repairs of several orientations, and uncorrected
discontinuities of substantial size still remained . In another
location, large slag pipes had been repaired by placing weld runs on
the s u rface of the plate in order to cover the ends of the pipes. The
resulting buried slag had subsequently passed ultrasonic examination.
It is apparent from the data that problems existed both in the initial
fabrication and the non-destructive testing, as well as in the repairs
themselves. The report identifies specific examples of unsuccessful
repair as,

1.

Weld repairs of defects in which penetration to the root of the
defect was not achieved .

2.

Weld repair of defects in which cracking extended beyond the edge
of the repair area .

3.

Weld repairs in which cracking of the weld repair material itself
resulted in the necessity for multiple repairs.

These suggest that quality control during the weld repair process
was also not what it should be and that the repair may sometimes have
done more damage than it did good. Moreover, the properties of the
weld metal deposited in some of these repairs was inferior to the
elect r oslag weld which it replaced. In one notable instance, the
repair weld metal had lower toughness and larger cracks than the
electroslag weld in which the repairs were found.
Three more examples of failures initiating from repair welds were
reported by Kahle (28). The first related to a failure of a gas
transmission line, in which a repair had been made to the inside of
a seam weld. Some 450mm of the root of the original submerged arc
weld had been removed and repaired by the manual metal arc process.
A brittle fracture had initiated in the heat affected zone of the
repair. A metallurgical examination of the failure showed the exact
cause to be HAZ embrittlement due to martensite formation as a

result of inadequate control of heat input and cooling rate during
repair. The second example was a similar failure in the same pipeline,
differing from the first only in that severe undercut was associated
with the repair.
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The third case concerned a liquid gas holder, in which a 30mm crack
appeared in a longitudinal weld after about 3 years operation. The
fabrication documents showed that because of inconclusive radiographic
reports, the inside of the longitudinal (submerged arc) weld had been
built up with runs of manual metal arc weld. The crack was accurately
located using ultrasonics, cut out from both sides, and repaired. A
second crack deve~oped about 30mm from the end of this repair, and only
after further repair was a satisfactory radiographic report obtained.
The gas holder was returned to service until a convenient occasion
allowed a further radiographic examination of the repaired weld. This
time, an 80mm long crack was detected just prior to breaking through the
outer surface. This was repaired and the whole tank was thermally stress
relieved, since it was believed that the high degree of restraint and
associated thermal strain after repair was a contributory factor to
the cracking.
All three of the above cases relate to welding and repair of high
strength steels, but the problems encountered are not unique to those
materials, and are worthy of consideration here.
The problem of creating furtber discontinuities during repair was
investigated by Volkov (29) . Three types of joint were considered,
all full penetration butt welds, of between 26mm and 80mm thickness.
The repairs were generally made to deep narrow gouges, and once again
the problems of high restraint were evident. In all tests, more
discontinuities were found after repair than were known to exist before
repair (Table 2). Volkov goes on to attempt to define repair procedures
relating the number of repair passes to the thickness of the joint,
so that best possible control of thermal straining is achieved.
Kozulin (30) carried out some laboratory tests on multiple SMA repairs
to submerged arc butt welds in low carbon steels. He recognised the
need to repair defective regions more than once to obtain a satisfactory
result in practice, and so in the tests, repairs were made two, three
and four times, from one or both sides of the jOint. Plate thickness
was 14-50mm and defect removal was simulated by arc-air gouging . On
some, the carburised layer was removed by grinding, and some specimens
were welded to a rigid base plate to simulate structural restraint. ~.;tLf
~

The impact toughness of the restrained specimens decreased on average
~
.
by 20-25% and a further reduction was recorded on those specimens which ~~
had not been ground after gouging, the latter being attributed to the !~~
increase in carbon content of the repair weld metal, measured as
0.01-0.03%.
Other work pertaining to the toughness of repair welds was reported by
Tenge (31), who performed CTOD tests for weld metal, the fusion
boundary, and 1 and 2mm from the fusion boundary for both original weld
metal and after weld repair. The lowest toughness values were for the
repair weld.
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If fusion between successive layers of weld metal is marginal, repair
welding of such may cause some separation. Collins and Black (32)
reported additional forms of cracking resulting from weld repair, one
due to zinc contamination and another in which a massive repair weld
caused delamination of the base plate .
Repair welding is often required to correct in-service fatigue cracking.
A confidential investigation by The Welding Institute was carried out
on a semi-submersible vessel operating in the North Sea . After three
years of service, fatigue cracking was discovered in some of the chord
to brace welds. In theory, a satisfactory repair would have allowed
a further three years operation before the re-occurrance of cracking
at the repaired regions . In practice, however, the repaired joints
had cracked again after only several months operation. The reason
for the poor fatigue performance of the repairs in this case was
attributed to the unfavourable site conditions prevailing for the
repair welding, making it difficult to achieve the same standard of
workmanship as in the original joint, made in the fabrication yard. It
should be pointed out that the repair weld satisfied the acceptance
criteria applicable to the particular joint.
Some laboratory work has been carried out to establish the performance
of repairs made to fatigue-cracked fillet welded attachments. Wylde
(33) reported that part-through-thickness repairs gave fatigue streneths
comparable to the non-repaired jOint. However, the fatigue performance
of through-thickness repairs was dependent on the quality of repair,
and in particular the root region. One specimen in which the preexisting fatigue crack was not completely removed produced a very low
endurance . The point should also be made that repairs performed under
less favourahle conditions may well possess lower fatigue strengths
than those reported hy Wylde.
Boulton (34) performed fatigue tests on transverse and longitudinal
non-load-carrying fillet welded joints in which fatigue cracks at weld
toes were repaired by gouging out and re-welding. The results displayed
a large amount of scatter, but on average the repaired joints exhibited
a 75% decrease in fatigue life compared with the as-welded joints.
In contrast to the above, Boulton (35) performed further tests on
similar joints containing weld toe fatigue cracks which had been
repaired by simply welding over the craCk, and found them to have a
good fatigue performance. (This was a specific finding of this particular
investigation and would not normally be recommended as good practice) .
The tests were carried out on 12.5mm thick speCimens containing 6mm
deep toe cracks which in effect become similar to lack of penetration
defects as a result of the repair process . It was concluded that the
ratio of buried crack depth to plate thickness was the dominant variable
controlling the fatigue strength with a ratio of 0.5 ~epresenting the
upper limit f 'or a fat"igue strength of the repair equal to that of the
as-welded non-defective joint.
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3.1.2

Practical Problems Associated With Making a Repair
The very fact tbat a repair weld is required is indicative that there
were problems associated with making the original weld. These problems
may be identified and overcome prior to repair, or they may still
apply. In any case, there is usually some additional problem or
difficulty particular to the repair itself, which must be overcome.
In general, for a repair to be satisfactory, it must better the quality
of tbe original defective weld, in conditions which are likely to be
less conducive to good welding than those under which the original
weld was made.
The literature has identified a number of problems associated directly
with repair welding:
1. Incomplete removal of defect being repaired.
2. Introduction of further discontinuities associated with the repair.
3. Microstructure, material or toughness degradation.
4. Increased residual stress and distortion .
5. Inadequate repair and inspection procedures.
Most of the following comments have been drawn from Ref. 36:

3.1.2.1

Incomplete Removal of Defect Being Repaired
It is not uncommon for the defect under repair to be only partially
removed, particularly when it is a crack-like planar defect. The
remainder of the unrepaired defect may extend beyond the ends of the
repair, or deeper into the material when a partial thickness repair
is made . This is due in part to too great an accuracy being ascribed
to the NDT techniques used to locate the defect, together with the
problem that the material in the middle of the weld is usually in
compression and the crack faces will be forced tightly together. It
is a requirement of some standards that when gouging out defects the
cavity should extend at least 25mm beyond the ends of the detected
defect, yet incomplete removal still occurs. For this reason, it is
good practice to inspect the excavated area before repair using either
magnetic particle or dye penetrant to, insure that all traces of the
discontinuity have been removed.

3.1.2.2

Introduction of Further Discontinuities Associated With The Repair
The types of discontinuity which may be formed in a repair weld are on
the whole the same as might be found in an original weld us i ng the
same process, which may well be the cause of the repair.
Hydrogen cracking is probably the most likely discontinuity to occur
in repair welds, as a result of inadequate control of levels of hydrogen
in the weld metal, and to a lesser extent inadequate levels of pre-heat
and post-heat during welding. Solidification cracking is considered
unlikely to be a problem when welding structural steels with ferritic
GMA electrodes, except perhaps as crater cracks at the ends of weld
runs. With gas shielded or flux cored wire repairs, solidification
cracking may occur due to excessive dilution or poor bead profile,
but is more usually a result of too fast a travel speed.
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Lamellar tearing is more likely to occur during original welding rather
than during repair, but may present problems in highly restrained
situations. Gouging out an existing lamellar tear can sometimes lead
to its propagation. Lack of fusion and lack of penetration are defects
which frequently occur during repair welding, particularly when access
is restricted, or positional welding is required, or a deep narrow
cavity is to be filled. Gas shielded processes are generally more
susceptible to this kind of defect than flux shielded processes, when
"cold lapping" can occur if the operator uses a poor technique. Slag
and porosity can generally be avoided by good welding practice,
although some slight porosity is more or less inevitable in manual
welding.
3.1.2.3

Microstructure, Material or Toughness Degradation
These properties are dependent on many variables, particularly filler
and base material, weld process ~d procedure, heat input, etc. With
regard to toughness, which is influenced by microstructure and material,
there are no hard and fast rules governing the relationship between
the toughness of the original weld and the repair. The only reliable
means of estimating toughness is to measure it from tests on specimen
repair welds made to simulate the precise conditions under which the
real repair is made. It is often, but not always, the case that SMA
repairs possess lower toughness than submerged arc welds to which they
have been applied, and also that high restraint associated with repair
in general can have a detrimental effect on toughness.

3.1.2.4

Increased Residual Stress and Distortion
Residual stress levels influence the structural significance of
discontinuities, in relation to the likelihood of brittle fracture.
Although residual stresses are likely to be high when a large degree
of restraint is present, they are unlikely to be any worse than those
present in any parts of the original weld which were also subjected
to high restraint. The role of residual stress is important when an
un-stress-relieved repair is made to a stress relieved structure, but
since the majority of fabrications in the structural steel industry
are left in the as-welded condition, the significance of repair residual
stress is considerably reduced.
Distortion as a result of the action of residual stress is more likely
to present problems, but in many cases it can be adequately controlled
by careful manipulation of repair weld shape, Size, sequence, and heat
input, to establish a balanced welding procedure.

3.1.2.5

Inadequate Repair and Inspection Procedures
One aspect of this was highlighed above in consideration of the incomplete
removal of defects, but all the above problems can be exacerbated by
carelessness and lack of attention to detail when making a repair.
Generally, tighter control of all welding parameters is required when
a repair is attempted, but this is not always achieved. Cleanliness
is important, as is the correct storage of low hydrogen electrodes, as
mentioned above. Gouges made using arc-air tools should have the
carburised layer ground off, and the resulting cavity should be smooth
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to facilitate inspection and the laying down of new weld metal. Stray
arcs and h8.lDlller / chisel marks should be dressed off. Temporary
attachments for jigging and suchlike should be ' carefully removed by
grinding, and not just beaten off with a h8.lDlller.
There are other factors detrimental to repair procedures which are
beyond the control of the operator. Access for repair may be poor
compared with the access for the production weld. This may limit the
choice of welding process purely from the point of view of accessibility,
and also for health reasons: processes such as flux cored self shielded
welding which produce a lot of fume may be unsuitable in an enclosed
area. Field repairs, as distinct from repairs in the fabrication shop,
will be positional, and environmental effects such as wind, rain and
cold may hamper the welder by their inconvenience and the personal
discomfort caused. On the whole, the above comments about access and
environment are applicable to the inspection staff as well as the welding
personnel.

3.2

Special Repair Techniques
In general, techniques used for repair welding follow normal welding
practice and are adjusted to suit the individual circumstances of the
repair. However, for critical applications, specific repair procedures
have been developed. Although these would not normally be used in the
structural steel industry, they are still relevant to repair of C-~m
steels, and are briefly discussed below.

3.2.1

Half Bead Technique
This technique was developed in the USA for repairing postweld-heattreated fabrications, to give good HAZ toughness without postweld stress
relief to the repair. This is achieved by tempering any HAZ in the
structure to be repaired by heat from subsequent weld passes. The
process is described in detail in ASME XI (37), based on the ASME III
(38) repair weld procedure. In principle the half bead technique
involves making a repair cavity by milling or grinding and putting
on one layer of S~IA buttering, using either a 3.2mm (ASME III) or a
2.4mm (ASME Xl) diameter electrode. Following completion of the
buttering layer, half of its depth is then ground off, and a second
layer using larger electrodes (up to 4.0mm diameter) is deposited.
The heat from the second pass is sufficient to temper any unfavourable
microstructures in the first pass HAZ, and so there should be no
unreheated HAZ regions. Fill passes can then be made with electrodes
up to 4.0mm diameter. The cavity is overfilled and ground back to
ensure that the last remaining passes have been tempered. The AS~re
codes demand very strict control of most welding parameters fo r this
technique. A variation of this technique is being developed in which
there is no need to grind away half of the firs t layer (39).

3.2.2

Repair Using Austenitic Consumables
The use of austenitic electrodes to make weld repairs has certain
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advantages, the most important of which is the much improved tolerance
to hydrogen (40). Austenite has a much greater solubility for hydrogen
than ferrite, and the diffusion rate of hydrogen in austenite is also
much lower than in ferrite. Furthermore, austenitic weld metal is not
sensi t i ve to hydrogen embri ttlement. Thus any hydrogen which has
diffused into the HAZ during welding tends to diffuse back into the
weld metal on cooling,which considerably reduces but does not eliminate
the risk of HAZ cracking.
However, there are problems associated with this technique. Care must
be exercised in se~ecting the most appropriate austenitic electrode.
Dilution with a ferritic parent steel can produce less highly alloyed
weld metal which could transform into martensite. Conversely, a wholly
austenitic deposit must be avoided because of its susceptibility to
solidification cracking. Also, the microstructure of the repair
weld is such that ultrasonic and radiographic NDT of the finished weld
is very difficult to interpret. Surface crack detection must be done
with dye penetrant, since magnetic particle inspection is unsuitable.
3.3

The Economics of Weld Repair
In commercial industry, the economic viability of weld repair is next
in importance to structural integrity. As well as the direct cost of
making the actual repair, there are often hidden costs : the need for
additional personnel for grinding, gouging, NDT and supervision, and
the time involved, all add to the cost. Other costs stem from
occupation of space, interuption of work schedule, and late delivery.
Volkov (41) estimated that the total labour cost of repairing a defective
region 100-200mm in length was 1.5-3.5 times greater than the labour
cost of making 1m of the original weld (see Table 3). This is without
any consideration of the need for repeated repairs to be made, although
there is a 20-30% chance that anyone repair will require re-repair
(42). For particularly difficult welds, this increase in cost may
rise to a factor of between 5 and 10 (43).
The position of the defect being repaired has a significant bearing
on cost. Norman ·(44) estimated that the total repair time is 3-10
times more dependent on the depth of the defect than its length.
This is especially significant considering the fact that a large
proportion of defects occur in the weld root (i.e. at great depth).
This also highlights the cost saving importance of making NDT inspections
of root runs in thick joints before the weld is completed. It is
clear that repair costs must rise if they are performed after fabrication
process. An extreme example of this relates to repair of the Aleyaska
pipeline (45) . One particular repair had to be made to a weld in a
portion of the pipeline which was laid across a river . A coffer dam
was built to drain the river, and the repair, which involved local
grinding of a weld cap to remove a cluster of pores, took about 3!
minutes. The estimated cost of that repair was about $3.5M.
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The severity of the acceptance criteria also have a significant effect
on repair costs, quite apart from the increased cost of performing
more repairs. Lane and Briscoe (46) compared ultrasonic testing times
for nozzle welds for 200mm diameter branches in boiler drums at two
levels of acceptance. If the weld was defect free, 2 hours would have
been required irrespective of acceptance criteria. If one or two
defects were present, the additional time required to evaluate these
would have been 1 hour for slag length acceptance levels of 25mm, or
6 hours for 6.9mm, assuming that the slag lengths were that small or
smaller.
Other examples of repair costs have been quoted. Sandor (1) reported
that in the American shipbuilding industry, the cumulative total amount
of weld repair activity accounts for 10% of the overall cost of a ship.
This works out to between $0.6M and $1.0M per ship (1981 values).
Grant and Rogerson (47) studied repairs in three oilfield equipment
modules. The labour for repair accounted for about 9% of the total
construction labour, but only 10% of the repair labour accounted for
removal of defects and making repair welds; the remaining 90% went on
inspection of the excavation, supervision of the repair weld, and final
re-inspection.
It is clear from the above that the direct cost of weld repair often
pales into insignificance compared with the indirect costs of action
by grinders, gougers, supervisory, and inspection staff, and the
consequential cost of lost production time and space,

penalty

clauses,

delayed delivery, etc. It should also be mentioned that the latter can
bear much more heavily on the final customer than on the fabricator.
There is much scope for reduction in cost, not only by reducing the
amount of repair by better control of procedure and acceptance levels,
but also by better timing of repairs.
4.

AVOIDING UNNECESSARY

REPAIR

It has been shown how the interaction of fabrication, inspection and
assessment procedures in manufacturing industry can result in a
requirement for weld repair. It is evident that a nominally "satisfactory"
repair does not automatically guarantee an improvement in quality in
terms of the service performance of the finished item. It is of course
important to set and maintain standards of workmanship, but it must be
remembered that the vast majority of structural steel fabrications are
intended to meet requirements set in terms of service performance,
rather than just provide a monument to the abilities of the fabrication
team. Many repairs are performed simply to correct poor workmanship,
despite the fact that the end result may have no influence on structural
integrity, or may even be detrimental.
Standards and procedures have been developed over the years alongside
welding and associated techniques, and have been based aD workmanship

criteria with the excuse that little was known about the effects of
discontinuities on service performance.
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However, modern development

\

of fracture mechanics and widening knowledge of weld behaviour in
general mean that this excuse- is no longer valid.
The Structural Significance of Discontinuities

4.1

I
I

The significance of weld discontinuities with respect to service
integrity has been the subject of large volumes of published literature
and a number of international conferences in recent years, of which
Refs. 48-67 are just some examples. A large discourse on the SUbject
would be out of place here, but there are, however, some general
comments which are worthy of note. In section 2, weld discontinuities
were categorised in decreasing order of severity as (i) cracks or
crack l ike, (ii) geometric, (iii) lack of fusion / penetration, (iv) slag,
(v) porosity. Thesignificance of these categories of discontinuity
will now be considered.
Cracks are almost universally rejected in industry, due to their likely
detrimental effects, and also because of their apparent unpredictability.
The acuity of a crack tip causes a very large local stress concentration ,
which has two possible deleterious effects. Firstly it may give rise to a
very short fatigue initiation period and subsequent rapid to f ul, .. /,4..propagation. Secondly, in low toughness materials, the prob ~
nstantaneou brittle fracture arises, and this may be exacerbated by
high residual stress . The assessment of the brittle fracture risk can
be difficult and complicated, as it requires a thorough knowledge of
the mechanical and metallurgical properties of the material in which the
crack lies, together with a full understanding of the local stress
field. Surface breaking cracks are normally more detrimental than

.---

buried cracks, and the consequent exposure to the environment may

i:ncrease their severity. If there is no fatigue or stress corrosion
cracking, corrosion may blunt a crack tip, however. The performance of
any crack, whether buried or surface breaking, is strongly influenced
!,.....,..~.p
r, 1 -1
by its orientation with respect to the app ~ed loading. A crack whose
plane is normal to the applied load is likely to fare much worse than
a similar crack whose plane is aligned parallel to the applied load. It
has also been shown that the dePth ) of a crack is much more significant
than its length.
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Geometric discontinuities normally act as stress concentrations, and
thus nh ce ~ikeri ood of brittle fracture an increase fatigue
crack initiation and ro~agation .a~8S. It is primarily for the latter
reason that contro l of weld bead shape is important. Heavy overfill
of butt welds, for example, which was once considered to be "reinforcement" ,

is in fact detrimental to fatigue strength. Gurney and Newman (68)
showed the dependence of fatigue strength of transverse butt welds on
overfill angle. Other work has shown that butt welds machined flush
and having no internal discontinuities have a fatigue performance
similar to plain plate. It is largely the same effect which accounts
for the different fatigue design curves (69) for different joint
categories, the highest classified joint detail being a machined butt
weld, and the lowest being a l ~~ fillet weld. Joint
misalignment and angular dis ~ tion are at er forms of geometriC
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discontinuity, often neglected, which can result in very poor fatigue
performance (70). Single sided butt welded jOints are not classifie
from a fatigue viewpoint, because the enormouS variation in root
geometry can have a widely varying effect on fatigue life.

)

Another geometric discontinuity which inCluences fatigue strength
is undercut. Jubb (4) explained that undercut can be classified as
one of three basic types: (i) wide and shallow, where depth measurement
is possible, (ii) narrow or very narrow, where depth measurement is
difficult or impossible, (iii) shallow and narrow, not detectable
visually or by NDT . Undercut tends to be judged solely on depth and
length, and it is likely that type (i) would be most frequently
.
rejected, whereas types (ii) and (iii) are potentially more harmful.
pOlnf d<s'1n .. ..,d <9S r:brlco!"ftd
Joint geometry is a major factor as far as fatigue performance is
concerned . Weld l profiles aDd design are usually far more important
/
r. "' .... ,... '"
than internal discontinuities. Although i t ~ ~:.r~M,atelt ...1iI)~t: "~.n~s
acCCUB.8 fer 90% of failures of welded structures j whic
are subject
to fluctuating loads in service, only a very small fraction can be
attributed to buried defects. Where failures have occurred from buried
_, non-planaD defects, these defects have been very large indeed; and the
~ structure was almost certainly not inspected before entering service.
Lack of fusion and penetration are similar in nature to cracks, with
the important distinction that they are often blunter, and this is
why they are distinguished from cracklike discontinuities. It must be
remembered though that some types of LOF/LOP have just as severe an
effect on service performance as cracks themselves.
Studies have shown
that for transverse 40F
which is parallel to the loading direction
has a ne'gligible effect on fatigue b-ehaviour. Like 'a crack, LOF
is
most detrime~tal when it is surface breaking.
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Slagl~,a relatively innocuous disc~inuity by virtue of i~ rounded

.~

shape, and the fact that although ~-~ay be present in great length, it
7
is rarely more than one weld run ( ~3mm) deep. As was stated earlier,
depth is far more deleterious than length for such discontinuities.
Newman (74) showed that for pipe welds made on backing rings, even the
presence of gross slag inclusions did not initiate failure during
1>"01' '"
fatigue testing, the most common initiation site being the) baCking e ..... e I,L.
'(I./~I.J"h"UII~
ring. Further work .'as g ..r~, investigating the fatigue
1.~d"",1 b'
performance of machined butt welds containing inclusions, made on 12.7mm J4,'I
plate (75)J /' ~g p.swlt~showed good correlation between inclusi~
length and fatigue stren th although ubse
~g~
ed that it
~o~te that 8im Ie
These tests highlight an important
consideration as far as buried slag is concerned: if the weld has a
nominally- poor fatigue strength (e.g. pipe weld on backing ring, fillet
weld, etc), then inclusions are not critical, whereas in a weld with
a nominally high fatigue strength such as a butt weld with the overfill
removed, effect of the inclusion may
be ~ significant.
The behaviour of porosity is very similar to that of slag, although
in general, it is less severe. It is never likely to be a source of
failure in structural steelwork, although it could concei vably cause
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when it is present in very large quantities, or in a high
category joint such as a machined butt weld. In the latter case,
experimental work (76, 77, 78) has shown a correlation between volume
of porosity and fatigue strength. As with other defects, porosity is
more detrimental when it is surface hreaking than when it is buried.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the presence of porosity is that
~may mask a more serious planar defect when being examined by
radiography or ultrasonics, «ftd !t is for this reason that some up-todate codes require its removal. ~The same applies for slag inclusions,
en nown 0 have small cracks assoc a ed with the
Pressure Vessel and Shipbuilding Industries
Much of the above data has been derived from laboratory tests performed
specifically to evaluate the structural significance of discontinuities,
aided by some general knowledge of the problems encountered in industry.
On the whole, feedback from industry relating to service performance
of structures containing weld discontinuities is erratic and
uncoordinated, but two notable exceptions are the pressure vessel and
shipbuilding industries, where specific studies have been made.
It was reported (3) that in the period from 1958 to 1978 there were
no catastrophic failures of pressure vessels conforming to ASME I and
ASME VIII. In the USA, the disruptive failure probability has been
estimated to be no greater than 10- 5 per vessel year. The same figure
shows up in Germany where more rigorous reporting is required. In
Europe and the United Kingdom, between 1955 and 1963, only lout of
29 pressure vessel explosions was found to have been caused by a weld
discontinuity, all others being attributed to operational errors (79) .
This suggests that the approach to design and manufacture of pressure
vessels over the last 20 years has been very good, ~ a report by
Salter and Gethin (80) showed that a lot of unnecessar~ work and expense
due to repair was prevalent in the industry. ,
O~ 1*> .11<<1; /lsml,

ttn

They examined the type and frequency of discontinuities repaired in
the main seams of ferritic steel pressure vessels fabricated by three
Bri tish manufacturers.. Data was broken down into material thickness
and composition, length and type of seam, and length , depth and type
of discontinuity, which were divided into four categories: cracks,
lack of fusion, porosity and solid inclusions. A total of 806 repaired
discontinuities in nearly 1.5 miles of welded seam were recorded. Salter
and Gethin estimated that all planar discontinuities required repair.
All slag inclusions and porosity were considered acceptable , based
on the reasonable assumption that the pressure vessel materials used
had adequate toughness to tolerate small three-dimensional defects of
these types. Whilst fatigue failure might have been a possibility
from continuous lines of slag in vessels subjected to large numbers
of stress cycles, the vast majority of vessels considered were designed
within the fatigue limits set by BS 1515, so no special consideration
of fatigue was required.
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The results showed that of the 806 repaired discontinuities, only
.153 in 70 seams totalling 896ft in length required repair. 81 % of
discontinuities, representing 87% of the volume of repair work, was
judged to be innocuous. It must be appreCiated that the non-repair
of the 87% of discontinuities considered to be harmless, whilst providing
a significant saving in cost, would not lower the integrity of the
vessels. It was further noted that of the 19% of rejected discontinuities
(all planar), a more thorough analysis was likely to have shown that
even some of these would have had no effect on the structural integrity
of the vessel concerned.

An example of a nonsensical approach to repair in shipbuilding is the
repair of discontinuities found in welds when only a small percentage
are inspected. Typically less than 5% of hull welds are examined
volumetrically (X-ray), but discontinuities found in that 5$ are often
repaired, despite the fact that in the remaining 95% of welds, about
20 times that number of similar discontinuities are allowed to remain
unrepaired. A study of defects in six large tankers (81) estimsted
that about 2000 planar defects were left in the unchecked welds in each
ship. This was cslculated from the known type and distribution of
discontinuities in the tested welds (Tsble 4). The ships had been in
service for 4 to 6 years at the time of the last damage report. No~e
01 the reported dameg
s related to an internal planar defect, but
some cracks were elated to repairs made to non-planar defects (Tabl~
4). In summary L the report indicated that better joint deSign, along
with better control of fit-up, misalignment and corrosion are a more
effective means of fatigue fracture control than extensive inspection
and re~ai of internal defects. The same conclusions were reached by
Bokalrud and Karlsen (82) who applied probabalistic fractUre mechanics
~heir theoretical evaluation.

A Japanese survey (83) conducted between 1950 and 1969 indicated that
75% of fatigue cracks which were found in decks and shell plates of
ships had initiated at toes and roots of fillet welds, as a result of
geometric discontinuity rather than any form of weld "defect". Once
again, this highlights the disproportionate preoccupation with butt
welds. More r "ecent surveys of the U.S. shipbuilding industry (84, 85,
86) revealed that in-service failures were predominantly fatigue
occurrincmostly between the second and fourth year of service. The
prinCipal causes of failure were poor design details and undesirable
joint misalignments. Weld discontinuities as an exclusive cause of
fatigue ranked very low amongst the many causes. Furthermore, the
ratio of non-weld-related causes of failure to weld related causes
of failure was 6'1.
4.2

Fitness For Purpose
"Fitness for purpose" is a phrase that has COme to be associated with
the assessment of discontinuities with respect to their effect on the
integrity of the structure in which they exist. More correctly, it
is "engineering critical assessment" (ECA) which describes the route
which is taken to establish the "ti tness for purpose" of a structure
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in the light of the knowledge of discontinuities present and their
likely effect. The approach is one which should lead to - intrinsically
safer structures because attention will be concentrated on the most
important aspects of overall quality, particularly design and material
selection. It may also lead to a relaxation in traditional acceptance
standards based on good workmanship, and is often applied for that
specific reason.
The concept of fitness for purpose was introduced by the President of
the Institute of Welding, Edgar Fuchs, in his Presidential address (87)
in 1961, linked with what was then known of the significance of weld
discontinuities. The development of the fitness for purpose approach
to the assessment of discontinuities initiated largely from two
conferences held in London in 1967 and 1968 (88, 89). In the second,
a paper by Harrison, Burdekin and Young (90) outlined what was probably
the first acceptance standard for weld discontinuities based solely on
a fitness for purpose approach. Developments in this philosophy over
the next twelve years led ultimately to the publication in 1980 of the
British Standards Institution document PD6493, " Guidance on Some Methods
for the Derivation of Acceptance Levels for Defects in Fusion Welded
Joints" (91), probably the most comprehensive document of its kind.
This was followed by an international conference in London in 1981,
"Fitness for purpose validation of welded contructions" (92). In the
introductory paper at that conference, Wells (93) reviewed the historical
development of fitness for purpose, emphasising how the recent advances
in design, fracture mechanics and NDT, together with improvement in
analytical capabilities due to computer controlled procedures, had
permitted the development of this new technique.
The main aim of PD6493 is to provide a framework for the engineering
critical assessment of discontinuities by well authenticated procedures,
and it gives specific guidance showing assessment routes which could
be adopted.
The modes of failure considered are;
Brittle Fracture
Fatigue
Yielding
Buckling
Corrosion/ Erosion
Stress Corrosion
Leakage
Creep
The most detailed treatments are for brittle fracture and fatigue, as
these are the failure modes principally affected by weld discontinuities .
The approach for fatigue seems to be generally accepted, but for fracture,
alternative assessment routes have been proposed (94). Recent
comparisons between a number of these (95, 96) have shown that, taking
account of the different approaches to safety factors and stress
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gradients, the calculated discontinuity sizes are similar.
The assessment routes in PD6493, particularly for fatigue and fracture,
rely heavily on the use of fracture mechanics, which is a relatively
new analytical technique which relates the mechanical behaviour of
metals to their material properties . The use of the document therefore
requires the following information.

....
size, shape, pOSition ~nd orientation.
Structural and weld geometry.
Stresses and temperatures including transients.
Tensile properties.
Fatigue, corrosion fatigue and fatigue crack propagation data.
Fracture toughness (K IC , J, CTOD).
(Creep data).
(Corrosion data).
~-,

"

Discontinui~y

Few of these are controversial, but the provision of toughness data
for welds is subject to debate. Fracture toughness varies widely with
different materials, welding consumables and welding procedures. It
also varies according to position in a welded joint. Ideally, toughness
data would be collected from welding procedure test plates as required,
where these exist, and in some cases it is possible to estimate the
appropriate data from the results of Charpy tests. Other problems arise
in the establishment of (i) discontinuity size, shape, pOSition and
orientation, and usually (ii) operating stresses. The former is dependent
on the accuracy of NOT, which is a subject of debate. A particular
problem has been the undersizing of defects by certain commonly used
NDT techniques (15, 97) . The latter cannot always be determined
accurately, if at all. Obviously, any known inaccuracies in the data
can be overcome by using conservative values, but this may result in
totally unrealistic result , thus defeating the object of this type of
assessment. Also, in some situations where the economics o f assessment
and repair are the main criteria, it may be cheaper and more appropriate
to use conventional assessment techniques. One possible criticism
of PD6493 is that its complexity makes it difficult to understand for
those not fully conversant with fracture mechanics. Consequently,
The Welding Institute has published a number of "users guides" in its
Research Bulletin (98-101).
It is beyond the scope of this document to provide a full account of
the principles of fracture mechanics and its application to welded
structures, which is a complete subject in itself. Similarly, a long
description of PD6493 would be inappropriate: such information is
available elsewhere (e.g . 102). Instead, six examples of the
successful use of the fitness for purpose assessment of discontinuities,
as quoted by Harrison (41), are reproduced here.
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Case 1:

The Aleyaska Pipeline

The most often quoted example of the benefits of a fitness for purpose
approach compared with the use of traditional acceptance criteria
is the Aleyaska Pipeline (44). When 400 miles of this line had been
completed the radiographs were audited. About 10% of the girth welds
were found to contain discontinuities which should have been rejected
on first inspection according to API 1104 (103). An engineering
critical assessment (44,104) showed that all the defects were innocuous
and this in the end was accepted by the U.8. Department of Transportation
who waived the repair requirements for some welds.

However, because

of time constraints, the majority of welds were repaired before the
waivers were issued, at a cost of about $90M,nearly 20% of the cost of
that portion of the line.
Case 2:

Power Generation Industry

Engineering critical assessment for weld defects has been used to great
advantage in the power generation industry. Toft and Yeldman (105)
describe cases where fracture mechanics was used to assess defects

in United Kingdom Central Electricity Generating Board boilers . Timing
of repair is important in such plant. Must it be done immediately?
Can it be deferred until the next shutdown during a period of low demand
or, possibly with suitable in-service monitoring, will the plant survive
for its design life without repair? The running costs vary with demand,
(106) a day's running cost on an AGR during a high demand period
being
about $300,000, reducing to $180,000 when demand is low. James
et al (107) describe an engineering critical assessment of small defects
found, just prior to commiSSioning, in welds in Advanced Gas-cooled
Reactor AGR steam generator piping systems. This showed that the
defects could remain without any detrimental constraint on station
operation. Repair would have delayed commissioning of all four units
affected by at least a year. These four units would cost about $2400M
so that the loss in interest charges alone would be, say $300M. An
alternative to repair was to downrate the stations, but this was
equally undesirable economically. An approximate estimate of the
daily cost of such downrating for the four units would be up to $240,000
depending on demand and on other operational constraints.
Case 3:

Beatrice Pipeline

This case has many similarities to that of the Aleyaska Pipeline. The
Beatrice Pipeline is 16in. diameter, !in. thick, with submarine and
land sections 12 miles and 28 miles long respectively. After the line
was laid, an audit of the girth weld radiographs revealed many defects
which should have been repaired according to the acceptance criteria
of B84515. Of course this state of affairs should never have been
allowed to occur, but an extenuating circumstance was the record speed
at which the line was laid and the consequent pressure on the radiographi c
team. Be that as it may, the owners had to decide whether the line
could be operated or must it be entirely replaced, the only viable
alternative for the submarine section. Fortunately BS4515, unlike the
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then existing version of API 1104, provides for these circumstances by
permitting ECA to be made tor defects falling outside the normal
quality control levels, provided all the parties agree. This was done
for the girth weld defects using the procedures of PD6493. It was
shown, to the satisfaction of the Licencing Authority, that the defects
were tolerable and agreed that the line could be operated. The value
of this decision can be tied directly to the cost of a replacement
for the line estimated at $26M.
Case 4:

North Cormorant Jacket

At a late stage in fabricating the North Cormorant offshore platform
buried chevron cracks (weld metal hydrogen cracks) were found in
submerged-arc longitudinal and girth seams in the tubulars used to
make the large inter-sections (nodes). The tubulars, which were up
to 100mm thick, had been made by one subcontractor. A second
subcontractor had welded brace stubs to these to make the nodes which
were then postweld heat treated (PWHT). The main contractor had
received the nodes and welded them into the jacket. The chevron
cracking was first found during UT of one of the circumferential
erection welds, when the NDT Technician had to probe through the end
of the longitudinal seam of the node, where this intersected the
erection weld. Further UT probing revealed that 20% of seam welds
were affected. Repair of the defects would have had disasterous
consequences for the construction programme. The structure would
have had to be dismantled, because in situ PWHT of the repair welds
was impossible. It was therefore decided to carry out an ECA of the
defects. Fortunately the welding procedures were pre-qualified on
a CTOD basis and excellent values were obtained at -10 0 C. The defects
were assessed for resistance to fracture and fatigue using the methods
of PD6493 and found to be quite innocuous. It was deCided, with
the concurrence of the certifying authority, to allow construction
to proceed.
The value of this decision can only be estimated, but it can be assumed
that, without it, delivery would have been delayed for at least twelve
months because launch in the summer weather window would have been
missed. With a total investment in the North Cormorant field of $500M,
the loss in interest charges alone would be about $70M.
Case 5:

A Mine Shaft Lining

The shaft of the Boulby potash mine is some i mile deep. It passes
through a layer of sandstone
mile thick which contains water at
pressures which increase with depth up to 90 bar. To sink the shaft
and line it, it was first necessary to freeze the sandstone. The shaft
lining has two 45mm thick steel shells with the space between being
filled with concrete. Late in fabrication, UT of one of the horizontal
girth welds indicated cracks, which were identified by metallography
as HAZ hydrogen cracks. This finding called into question the original
inspections and seven additional welds were reinspected by UT. Five
were cracked. Some of the cracking was in the outer shell and some in

*
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the inner shell in positions where the interspace had already been
concrete filled. Attempts were made at repair but these were abortive
because of the difficulties involved, in particular, for those welds
already backed by concrete. An ECA of the defects was therefore
conducted. Because of the very high water pressure in the sandstone,
failure of the lining would have had serious consequences. Although
atter completion ot the shatt, the lining would be in cQ~pression, axial
tensile stresses could develop trom thermal gradients set up as the
frozen sandstone thawed out and rose to ambient temperature. In
addition, tensile residual stresses transverse to the weld could reach
yield locally.
The assessment was made using the procedures of PD6493. The only
conceivable failure mode was brittle fracture. CTOD tests were
performed at -30 0 C, the minimum temperature of the frozen sandstone,
on specimens notched in the HAZ of a weld sample from the lining.
Analysis based on a minimum CTOD of O.31mm indicated that long buried
cracks, up to 10mm deep at midthickness, could be tolerated. This was
considerably larger than any of the defects located by NDT and it was
decided to continue lining the shaft, but with welding procedures
revised to eliminate the original causes of the cracking. The mine
has now been in use for several years without any problems at these welds.
Case 6:

Pipe Girth Weld Defects in a Chemical Plant

After construction of a piping system for the transfer of hot gases
small cracks were found to exist in some of the site butt welds. These
welds were made on to backing rings and the cracks which were about 1mm
high were at the root. Although under normal operation the system will
be hot, it was remotely possible for it to be pressurised cold. It was
decided that, if the system survived the statutory pressure test, the
defects would not be repaired. However, the pipes were refractory
lined and for this reason the owners wanted to test the system
pneumatically rather than with water. However, if it could be done
pneumatically the welds could all be tested simultaneously and this
would save about one week. Because of the energy stored in a pneumatic
test the owners wanted to have reasonable confidence that failure would
not occur. CTOD tests on sample weldments gave a minimum value of O.09mm.
The methods of PD6493 indicated a maximum tolerable surface flaw 8mm
deep x 80mm long at the proposed pneumatic test pressure of 1.3 x design.
Since this was considerably larger than the actual defects it was decided
to proceed with the test which was successful. The system has been in
operation now for several years . The economic significance of this
case was that, if a hydrostatic test had been carried out, at least
one week would have been required to dry out the refractory lining
before the whole plant could be brought on stream. This relatively
short delay would have led to a loss of revenue of $2.5M.
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5.

A RATIONAL APPROACH TO REPAIR OF WELDS
The literature has shown that, to a greater or lesser degree, the
traditional approach to repair, encompassing all aspects of design,
fabrication, inspection and correction, is at best out of date, and at
worst incorrect. There are problems associated with the making of a
satisfactory repair, due largely to an ignorance of the special
requirements demanded to achieve a good repair: these problems can be
overcome in most situations if certain precautions are taken and certain
procedures are followed.

However, the area 1n which

~ost

progress can

be made relates to the decision-making process by which a repair is
called for. There is considerable scope for improvement in this area
with a likely net result that far fewer repairs would be required.
5.1

Assessing the Need for Repair
It has been shown that the traditional standards for assessment of
discontinuities in welds do not on the whole relate the effect of the
discontinuity to service performance and hence they are inappropriate
for establishing a requirement to repair. They are, nevertheless,
very useful for setting standards of good workmanship which should be
achievable, and are applicable to general quality assurance procedures.
Rather than modify these standards so that they provide alternative
assessment levels for use when considering the need to repair, it
would be easier and less confusing to have a completely separate standard,
solely applicable to the assessment of repair requirements. It is very
important to maintain a distinction between the standard of quality
that a fabricator should achieve, and the standard of quality that
guarantees structural integrity. Otherwise, because the latter is often
less severe than the former, any confusion of the two separate objectives
may lead to a general lowering of workmanship standards, which is
clearly undesirable.
For general use in structural steel industries, a repair standard must
allow assessment of discontinuities to be made at shop floor level
on a go-no go basis. PD6493 , for example, is too specific as it is
designed to assess each discontinuity separately, requiring a wide range
of information and extensive attention of the design team in the process.
In its present form it is best suited for use in high risk industries
such as nuclear power, where the establishment of structural integrity
must be made at any cost.

However, it has also been used extensively

in the structural steel industry, particularly for offshore constructions.
The best form of repair standard is probably one which allows the
designer to select one of perhaps five or six quality bands for each
specified type of weld, each quality band having different limits of
acceptance for discontinuities - limits than can be quickly and eaSily
checked by the inspector during fabrication.

(

The standard must contain sufficient data to allow the designer to select
the correct quality band based on his knowledge of service requirements.
He should not need to be an expert in fracture mechanics, fatigue,
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metallurgy, etc, to do this. In the structural steel industry, it is
reasonable to assume that design and material selection can be
established by the designer so that risk of failure by corrOSion, stress
corrosion, creep, gross yielding buckling and collapse are avoided.
Thus the quality bands need only cater for the two primary modes of
failure, fatigue and brittle fracture.
The effect of discontinuities on fatigue performance is now fairly well
understood, . so it should be possible to establish quality bands which
permit differing sizes of discontinuities to be accepted according to
the design stress range, required number of cycles, and joint type used.
To establish the fracture tolerance of discontinuities, some knowledge
of toughness is required. Toughness is a quantity about which it is
difficult to generalise, but it may be possible to provide minimum
toughness values by a probablistic approach based on empirical data,
at set levels of confidence (similar to the S-N approach for fatigue).
These toughness levels could be either (i), global; or (ii) related
to specific combinations of material/consumable/ process. The latter
is probably the better approach, and could be verified by Charpy
data from test plates made during fabrication (the provision of test
plates for toughness evaluation at the fabrication stage is in any
case a sound procedure to adopt, if there is any possibility of a more
rigorous fracture analysis being required at a later date, e.g.
evaluation of in-service cracking), or ideally by the more thorough
route of crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) testing.
Having established an appropriate quality band based on fatigue and
fracture requirements, the maximum permissible sizes for planar
discontinuities, lack of fusion / penetration, slag and porosity
relevant to that band are automatically defined. Because of the complex
behaviour of cracks and similar planar discontinuities, it is likely
that in this simplified approach, they will only be permiSSible if
good toughness can be guaranteed in service.
Geometric discontinuities must be given full treatment, since it is
apparent from the literature that weld profiles , misalignment, etc
are among the most common causes of failure . The intrinsically poor
structural performance of fillet welds compared with butts may require
a separate quality treatment of each. Undercut must also be given
careful consideration.
Slag and porosity are generally harmless in all but the highest quality
welds, and should rarely require repair unless grossly outside the
conventional limits set by good workmanship standards, or there is
a suspicion that they are maski ng more serious discontinuities. This
is the area which requires most immediate attention, since the
literature has indicated that slag and porosity, the most innocuous of
all discontinuities, are the most often repaired. In structural
steelwork, the typical levels of slag and porosity encountered are
never likely to be a direct cause of failure. Once this is understood
and accepted, it may lead to the use of more economical high productivity
welding processes which at present are excluded because of the relatively
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high levels of porosity associated with them.
Wben defining the limits for the quality bands careful consideration
should be given to the resulting limitations imposed by each band on
the acceptable- size of discontinuity. The type and capability of the NOT
methods that will be required are relevant here, and a sensible approach
will result in economical inspection requirements. For example, great
cost saving could be achieved if the lowest quality band set limits on
discontinuity sizes that could be checked solely by visual inspection.
The higher quality bands will no doubt require some volumetric inspection,
but at least the designer will have the choice of weighing the cost
increase resulting from use of better and more expensive design/ materials
to a saving on inspection labour because a lower quality band (and
hence greater discontinuity tolerance) has resulted.
Specification of maximum discontinuity dimensions should also take into
account the capability of volumetric NDT methods. Although depth is
considered a more important parameter than length for buried defects,
length is usually the most easily and accurately measured dimension,
so if tolerances could be related to length only, a lot of NDT could
be avoided. For example, slag can be reasonably assessed on length
since its depth and width are rarely greater than 3mm. Similarly,
porosity is rarely of greater diameter than 3mm, so radiographic
assessment could be on a percentage projected area basis. Planar
defects could possibly be conservatively assessed on length using the
assumption that they are through thickness. On the whole, the current
approach to NDT seems to require too much (or the wrong sort) in many
circumstances. Fillet welds, because of their inherent geometric
discontinuities, should never require evaluation of non planar buried
-"-h
defects. It is any case difficult to use radiography and ultrasonics
on fillet welds. There is instead a need for more basic visual
inspection, especially during fabrication, to help maintain standards
and identify and correct problems as and when they arise, rather than
at completion of fabrication. (Ref. 108 gives a good guide to visual
inspection methods and application).
No part of the above route is radically new or controversial - the
difficulties arise only when choice and quantification of the relevant
parameters is attempted . Harrision, Burdekin and Young in their 1968
conference paper "A Proposed Acceptance Standard for Weld Defects Based
Upon Suitability for Service" (90) came as close to defining a simple
workable document as anyone else since, although it is believed that
similar documents have been prepared for in-house use in certain
specialised industries (the author knows of one example being a British
crane manufacturer). Because it is of such direct relevance to this
study, it has been reproduced in full in the appendix. It is possible
that developments in the welding world since that paper was written
would alter some of its content, but on the whole it still serves
as an excellent example of what is required today. The only real
criticism is that (like PD6493) for planar discontinuities specific
examples must be individually assessed to establish the minimum
quality band which is capable of tolerating them. The more workable
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approach is the reverse, in which a given quality band stipulates size
limits for a few broad categories of planar discontinuity, despite the
inherent conservatis" of this approach.
5.2

How to Repair When Necessary.
Ultimately, the best way of avoiding the requirement to repair is to
set and maintain high standards of design and fabrication, but
inevitably mistakes are made that must be corrected by repair. Code
requirements for repairs usually ask for procedures and final quality
that match the original requirements, and say little else. After
consideration of the host of problems specific to making a weld repair
(Section 3) it would seem that this is inadequate, and that far greater
attention to detail is required for repair, compared with that used for
initial welding. If a high quality repair is required, special attention
should be given to the following points:
1.

Before commencing a repair, first establish the cause of the initial
defect. This may give important clues to potential repair problems,
and may indicate that the initial procedures are inadequate.

2.

For correction of geometriC defects such as poor weld profile,
undercut, etc., a dressing technique such as grinding should be
used as an alternative to additional welding whenever possible,
even if a slight reduction on thickness results. The benefit in
terms of fatigue strength due to grinding far outweighs any small
increase in nominal stress due to removal of material.

3.

Excavate a clean, smooth-walled, well shaped cavity. Careful
design of cavity shape together with good procedures will minimise
distortion due to repair and the likelihood of introducing new cracklike LOF/LOP discontinuities.

4.

Make sure the defect is fully removed, using the appropriate NOT
technique (MPI or dye penetrant).

5.

Give consideration to the risk of introducing new planar
discontinuities during repair. To avoid hydrogen cracking, use
basic coated electrodes (which need careful drying) or other low
hydrogen processes. Consider the need to use preheat - a repair will
often require more preheat than the original weld; for example,
positional welding may have a much lower arc energy than the
equivalent flat welding technique. Also, maintaining the pre-heat
for a few hours after welding will help to diffuse out the hydrogen
before the weld cools to a temperature at which it may crack.

Consider that an expensive process that requires little or no
preheat (e.g. GMA or austenitic welding) may be the most economical
in the long run.
6.

If the repair is being made to a stress-relieved weld, post weld
heat treatment may be required, or alternatively the half bead
technique may be used.
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7.

Temporary attachments should be fitted and removed in a sensible
fashion.

8.

Thorough NOT of the repair may be essential.

With consideration of the above points, together with education of
designer, welder and inspector to make them aware of the potential
problems particular to repair welding, it should be quite feasible
to produce a sound and satisfactory repair.
6.

CONCLUSIONS
Weld repairs, although very low in the list of causes of structural
failures do, nevertheless, directly cause failure from time to time.
There are two major reasons for this: firstly, there are particular
problems associated with weld repair that are often not fully
considered or understood, and this may lead to a repair whose quality
is not as good as expecterl:secondly, and more important within the
structural steel industry, repair is often performed on structurally
innocuous discontinuities, and this, in combination with the first
may lead to a repair that is structurally much less sound than the
original weld that was the subject of tbe repair. However, with a
better understanding of the problems and requirements inherent in
repair welding, in the majority of situations it is possible to make
a satisfactory repair. Similarly, with a better understanding of the
structural significance of discontinuities, the majority of repairs
could be avoided completely.
In most current standards, the demand for repair is based on the failure
to achieve good levels of workmanship - this is an inappropriate
approach, as it takes little or no account of the service performance
of the structure in the presence of discontinuities. In a few cases,
this approach may be unconservative, but in the vast majority of cases
it is very over-conservative, with detrimental effects on cost, and
also on structural integrity, if the repair is poor. Workmanship
standards serve a valuable purpose in maintaining qual1 ty, but there is
a pressing need for alternative standards giving guidance on when to
repair discontinuities. This is particularly true for slag and porosity,
considered to be the most innocuous of all discontinuities, yet the
most frequently repaired. In near1.y all cases, repair to slag and
porOSity in structural steel fabrication is totally unneccessary.
The present knowledge of the effects of discontinuities on structural
integrity, together with the aid of the relatively new disipline of
fracture mechanics, should permit the formulation of an acceptable and
readily usable standard for assessing the need to repair, although
there are still some grey areas in which further work would be
desirable. Such a document would in general greatly reduce costs,
whilst at the same time providing a firmer guarantee of structural
integrity. The quality band approach seems to be most favoured in the
literature, and the appendix contains one such approacb which could
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provide a basis for a working document.
A further aspect of repair welding which requires close consideration
is inspection and NDT. Recent rapid developments in NDT technology
have meant that current practices are to some extent irrational and not
as cost effective as they could be. A rational approach to repair
welding must take account of the present capabilities and limitations
of NDT, and make sensible and economic use of them.
7.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

There is a requirement for a new and more rational approach to
repair of weld discontinuities, based on fitness for purpose, and
tailored to suit the structural steel industry so that it can be
simply and easily used.

2.

There is sufficient knowledge and data available already on which
such a document could be based, but there are some areas, particularly
low cycle fatigue behaviour, generalised fracture toughness
guidelines, and non-destructive testing capability, which would
benefit from further study.

3.

To produce a document that is both reliable and practical would
ideally require close cooperation between both the experts in
the relevant engineering disiplines and the industrial manufacturers
by whom the document would be used.
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TABLE 1.

Frequency of occurrance of types of discontinuity according to process, in
US shipyards (from ref. 1).

Welding Process

Discontinuity type, in decreasing
order of occurrence

Manual Metal Arc

1•

2.
3.
4.
5.

Submerged Arc

1•

2.
3.
4.

Flux Cored Arc

1•

2.
3.
4.

MIG (solid wire)

1•

2.
3.

MIG (self shielded)

1•

2.
3.
4.

Slag
Porosity
LOF/ LOP
Undercut
Others
LOF/ LOP
Slag
Porosity
Others
Slag
Porosity
LOF/LOP
Others
Porosity
LOF/LOP
Others
Porosity
Slag
LOF/ LOP
Others

TABLE 2.

Defects in welded joints revealed by repeated inspection (29).

Preliminary evaluation

Technological

of weld, in numbers

operation
preceding ·
repeated

(defects remaining in
weld)

Number of defects
reveeled by
repeated

Type of repeated defects

Comment

Cracks, length

In the vicinity of
welded groove

inspection

inspection

Austenitic steel, 26mm in thickness (radiography)
3

weld repair

5

austeni tising

1.5-6.5mm
Slag inclusions, 1.2 x

2 (permissible)

The same

2

2 (permissible)

The same

4

3

The same

5

In the seam

1.5mm; 1.5 x 1.8mm
with tears
Acute-angled slag
inclusions; 2 x 1.511UD;
2.2 x 2.0mm
Cracks, length
8.0-75mm

welded groove

Crack, length
4.0-6.5mm

weld groove

In the seam

In the vicinity of

Pearlitic steel 20K, thickness 70-80mm (ultrasonic inspection)

3

Weld repair,
heat treatment

22

In the vicinity of
(confirmed by radiography)

Repair
2 (permissible spots)

mechanical
treatment

12

Long defects

In the seam

The Bame

The same

Cracks, length
12-150mm

weld groove

Repair, heat
2 (permissible spots)

treatment

3

The same

5
38

In the vicinity of

Contd ••• / ....

TABLE 2 Continued

Preliminary evaluation
at weld, in numbers
(detects remainin& in
weld)

Technological
operation
preceding
repeated
i nspection

Type ot repeated defects

Comment

45

Lon& defects, increase
in pulse height

In the se ....

Number of defects
revelealed by
repeated
inspection

Pearlitic steel 12Kh1MF, 70-80mm in thickness (ultrasonic inspection)
2 (permissible spots)

Repair,heat

treatment
2 (permissible spots)

The same

24

A crack 15mm long

In the vicinity of
welded groove

3

Repair

12

A crack 40-85mm long

The same

3

Repair

19

A long defect

In the seam

TABLE 3.

A comparison of the cost of repair compared with the cost of the original weld, from Volkov (41).

Operator

Average labour content (hours) in relation to the thickness
at components

Technological operation
Profession

18mm
Norm- hour

30mm
Norm-hour

40-45mm
Norm-hour

Marking of defect according to
flat detector image

Machinist

0.50 .

0.50

0.50

Grinding of defective area
with periodical marking
according to flaw detector
image

Machinist

0.60

1.00

1.20

Radiography of ground weld
region

Radiographer

0.20

0.24

0.32

Photoprocessing of X-ray
image (preparation of film,
charging and discharging of
cassettes, development)

Photographic
assistant

0.078

0.078

0.078

Welding of ground defective
weld region

Arc Welder

0.238

0.47

0.75

Dressing of welded-up region
by pneumatic polisher

Machinist

0.03

0.03

0.03

Ultrasonic inspection 01
repaired weld region

Ultrasonic
equipment
operator

0.14

0.14

0.14

Contd •• ./ ••••

TABLE 3 Continued

Operator

Average labour content (hours) in relation to the thickness
of components

Technological operation
Profession

18mm

Norm-hour

30mm

Norm-hour

40-45mm

Norm-hour

Radiography of repaired weld
region

Radiographer

0.24

0.32

0.43

Photoprocessing of X-ray
image

Photographic
Assistant

0.078

0.078

0.078

Polishing of repaired weld
region and HAZ for surface
inspection

Machinist

1.00

1.00

1.00

Luminiscent or dye penetrant
inspection of repaired weld
region

Operator in
luminiscent
inspection
department

0.75

0.75

1.00

3.258

3.89

4.82

0.95

1.88

3.00

Total
Labour content of welding
1m of seam

NOTE.

Welder

The calculation was conducted according to norms of machine building plants.
at 75% of the component thickness (the most frequent case).

The depth of defect location was taken

1
TABLE 4.

Table 4a.

Analysis of discontinuities in welded ship hulls (ref. 81).

Summary of NDT results from hull testing of six ships of size, 250 000-260 000 tdw

Joints

Total length of
hull welds, m*

Length of tested weld
Total

9 643

1 438

10 208

Bottom shell

In cruciform joints

Number of internal
planar defects
found

310 ·

450

680

146

184

8 595

2 110

390

495

Transverse
bulkhead

1 246

23

4

Longi tudinal
bulkhead

5 305

72

23

Webs

23 531

136

52

Longitudinals

14674

1 026

227

Bottom plates

1 260

496

331

68

74 462

5 981

1 177

1 503

Deck
Side shell

Total

*Machine welded jOints
1503
Number of defects inspected/ m in cruciform joints = 59R1 ' x 2 = 0.5
Number of defects in cruciform joints

= 1177

x 0.5

= 588.5

1503 - 588.5
Number of defects inspected/ m except cruciform jOints = 5981 _ 1177
Number of defects left / ship

= 0.19

(74462-5981)
6

= 2169

= 0.19

Table 4b a

Summary of registered damages during service from the same six ships

Number of damages

Cargo Space
Crack
Deformation

Side shell

2

Bot tom shell

Transverse bulkhoad

4

Fore-body
Crack

Defor.ation

After-body
Crack
Deformation

2

1

3
4

1

1

Wash bulkhead
Web on side shell
Web on transverse
bulkhead

Side longitudinal

1

1
1

None of the damages can be related to internal defects in welds.

1

APPENDIX A

A PROPOSED ACCEPTANCE STANDA R D FO R
WELD DEFECTS BASED UPON SUITABILIT Y
FOR SERVICE

By J. D. HUriSOD, F. M. Burdekin, and J. G. Young

SUMMARY

The standard outlined in this p3per scts out means of
stipubting sizes oC defect which C:lD be permitted to remain in welded structures witbo.al preventing the structure from p'!rfonnlng its required function. The requirement to specify limiting de Cect sizes is placed upon tbe
designer, and the limits are to be set 31 the design and
material selection St3gC. The inspector is 3..Sked to ensu re that tbe requirements of tbe cesibnc r 3fC mel. Where
Interpretation Is required this is the function or the dcs-

19Dcr.
It is assumed that material selection has been correctly carried out to prevent fallure by corrosion, s t ress
corrosion, and creep. and that the design is adequate to
prevent (allure by gross yieldlng, collapse, or buckling.
Defects of suc h a size that tbe remaining ligament is
loaded to a mean stress level above yield are obviously
unacceptable. Thc standard caters rnolin1y, however, (or
the cases o ( fatigue cracking :rnd brit'Je fracture.
A summary of the requirements or the standard is
given in Table n with reference to othe r tables and Clgures
wbere necessary. Fiva bnsic qualities of fabrication
(V-Z) 3.rc listed for which maximum sizes o[ planar defects (cl':J.cks, lack o [ fusion, lack of pecetratio:l), sla.g
inclusions, and poroshy are gi\·cn.
For fatigue-l oaded ::Jt1'\lctures the designer Is requfr-cd to stipulate tbe necassary quality for the particular
des ign Slress level fcom Fig. 1, after l akir.g account of
the Inherent [atigue 5trcngtb of different welded detaUs.
The limitillG' le\'els of porosity and slag inclusions 3I'e
t ben shown in Ta':lle 11, and those for pl:u~ar defects
must be derived from Figs 3 and 4.
To prevent f::..ilure by brittle fracture the destgner
must stipulate tho use of materials (including all r("gillns
of welded joints) to 1",lo r3tc both 1nitbl welding defects
The Authors arc with The Welding Institute.

and cracks developing in service. The limtu for the
qu alities V-Z under fatigue loading :ire chosen .!So that
fatigue cracks will not grow to a si ze excecc:.ing the plal~
t hickness. For such l03di.ng the dcsiG'"'J r Is required to
ltipu1o.te materials with auequate fr3cturc toughness to
t olerate through-thickness cracks of lcngth \wico the plate
t hick.ness. In structural steels this moly be done either
by a transition temper2.tu re approach or by a fracture
mech.1nie s a.pproacb.. Requiremcnts for the fonner arc
gh'en in Table n, wbere tho designer 1l\t.:st c!1oose
between prevention o[ fracture ln1tl aUlln (rcferrir06 also
to Figs 5 and G for C-Mn steels), and provec.:lon of
fracture propagation. Tbe fracture mcch3J1lcs appl'o.:J.ches
must be used in all cases whcre trA nsition tt':npel"1ltures
a rc not .:J.pvlJcable, and the relationsh.ips between m:\Ximum crack size, workln~ conditJoM, and rr.ateriaJ
f racture tOughness arc given In Tables V and VI for
linea.r cla.stic and crack opening displneemcDt (COD)
appr oacbes respectivcly.

INTRODUCTION
The basis oC aecept3nec criteria (or weld defects in
existing ~pp1icat1ons ~t3ndot.rd, appcnrs to t-f" arbitrary.
Sucb stMd3I'fis, which are nul rel:1tcd to u["\'{ce rcqulremenu, will in some c:t!>cs lead to stl'Ueut''l:S wbJch are
unsafe and In others to unnecess3T) and POHibl), e\'en
deleterious repair \vo!"k. For e:-::lm"lc, In the case or
a shnft tr.lilt up by w~hlit~ and s\lbsC\lue ·-,t l~ machined,
nothln& short of exc.:!ltcnce will do. This Is because the
small defccts in an R'l'cr~gc weld will :'let :.1 the greatest
stress t':U3en present and will lruti:lte fau;ue (allure
at approximately 70 % of the fatigue strength o[ tbe unweldod shttft. H')wever. in a bJUdin; stntcturc subjected only to static loadin;;: in which thC'rc is to ru,k o(
brittle fa.ilurc, all but the most gross defects are
accept~ble.
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multiplied by

appropriate safety factors
Repair welds arc usually Dot made under such
conditions as were present when the original
weld was deposited. For example, tbo repair weld will
oC:en be made in a n:u:row groove zmd, therefore, under
conditions of high restraint. Insufficient :lttention may
be paid to prehe:1t and small gauge electrodes may be
us ed Such conditions lead to an incrca~ed risk of c~ck
u:.J. One may therefore have removed 3n easily detectaUe but hannle~s defect, /). g. :1 cluster of pores, and
SI;!')st!tutcd a planar dcfuct wbich is both hannful and
dl.:licult to detect. Therefore, quite apart from economic
arJ\lments, there is good reason for basing acceptance
stl.nd~rds for weld defects on the effect of defects on
s<:n':cc pcnonnar.ce.
Because of the economic and technical adv:mtagcs,
t!:e acceptance standards outlined in the pI'escnt p~or
are based solely cn the question of whether or not any
P3.1ttcular defect introd'J.ccs a risk that the structure
..nll 1:0 prevented U:.el'~by from fulfillincr it~ intended
h.:.ction.
An earlier paper by the present authors 1 reviewed
~ detail the infoI'l!!:ltion avililable for assessing the stgx:;!1C:lllCC of defect:; on stnlctural perfornlance. The
prese"t paper goes 3. s:.cp further in presenting the infOrnl:ltion in a fonn which should CIl..:'1blc designers to
s;>ecify tbose defects whicb can be tolcr:t.ted i!l particular
e~roctur:Ll applications anlj those defects which must be
rE:p:l.ircd
f:wo".l r:lbl~

l':iILOSQPHY

The proposed :; t::u: !..trrf. based uS it i!:l on I fitnes s for
th:'.t th<::!re Is :1 thon.II:)l knowledge of

y 'Jl1hl;il:' , assumE:~

the service conditions in terms of temperature, stress,
and cyclic lile. Since this knowledge will nonnally be
avaii:1!Jlc to the designer but not neces sa rily to tbe inspector. the fanner should be responsible for specifying the appropri:!tc quality so that a minimum of engineering judgement is required of the latter. This approach
also ensures that the fabricator is aware of the standards
to be met and so can base his estimates on a. realistic
stancL.'1rd of fabrication.
In assessing the cfied of deCects on service performance the information rt..'quired is the critical sIze of defect to prevent the structure from carrying out its service wtles. This may occur by finhl fajltu'c of the
structure by brittle fracture or by overloading when the
net section is greatly reduced, or it JUay occur by leakage in pressure containing equIpment, or by distortIon.
111s also neCeSSal)' to know wht!ther gro\...·th of defects
is going to occur in ~e l"vice by fati gue mo stl'css corrosion. Gi\.-en this in!ormJ.tion the inilia! siz~ of defect
which.Crul be tolcrat~~ d may then be estimated and this
can he compared to the size of deCect which can be detected with reaso D:1ble accuracy. Obviously the type
of defect and the l ocation and orientation of defects will
have somo influence on their effect, wu thc s tandard
assumes the worst orient.ation to be relevant. It is
assumed in this st,:mdal.'c! th.:lt appropriato materials to
avoid s tr~ss corr03ioll h.1.·,e been selectcd, although the
brittl e fracture l'","{uil.'rlnents can be U G~d to cater (or
st TeS S cOl'rosion crac:.. ; through the thic!:ness with a
lengt h lip to twice thu thickness. No Jr,ti ..bJ iC ~ is given
In th ~ Jt.mrl.lrd for avtJidJ:1ce of wdc.ling or ileat treatm ent cl"!'!.('kfng. '5ir.co fhI~ t3 ()Ijt~tde the tenns of
re rc r~ nro. Crel.!p l~ not clmsidcrcu si:lC'c t.hl;) cITed

TABLE I - Sruety facton
Uu!actored 51 ress (tons/m2) .t

LIne between

areas

Factored stress (to""/1n2 ) at

Factors at

2 x 106 cycle.

105 cycles

2 x 106 cycles

lOS eyclos

V-w

20.0

9.2

0. 72

0.85

14.S

7.8

W-X
X-y

13. S

6.2

0.82

0. 87

11.0

5.4

9.0

•• 2

0.86

0.89

7.75

3.75

y-Z

6.0

2. 8

0.88

0.90

5.25

2.S

or defects under fatigu e

"

~.

FATIGUE CONSIDEIlATIONS
The ceneral proceoore adopted h:l8 been to divide
structures into a number of arbitrary l e vels of requir-

ed quality wed on the design stress and required cyclic

mI
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105 cycles

The rrncture toughness requirements also me!U1 th~ in
pressure-containing equipment lcaJ\.:lge should occur :lJ'Id
be cSotected beroro fracture occurs.

loading for direct application to structural pcrfonnance,
results from fatigue tests can be used to indicate tho
relative severity of diUercnt forms DC deCect.
Coupled with lbo information derived direcUy from
tattguc tests, fractu rc mech:m.ics analyses provide a

1-----t--~'_<_+_+---_1 .. -

C)C los

powerful means of assessing the rclatlonsblps between
crack s1z.e, rate of growth of fatJgue cr3cks and sh.o of
crack for unstable fnc: lure. Fncture requirements in
the proposed standard are based upon I"O'luirU1& 1n;Jtcrial8 to h3ve adequ3te fl"3cture toughness to tolerale a
cr.ck of length oqu:\l to twice the plate thickness _ This
meons (hot In fatlgue-lo.ded structures It Is pcsslble
for fatigue cracks to develop provic!cd thcy do not. exceed n lcn:;th approximately equ:u to tho plate thickness.

DC defects on tbl. fonn of failure Is small. No detailed
cO[l!ioorntioD of corrosion is includc.d..
Scyernllabor.tory Inyestlg.tloos haYe shown that
static tensile tes ts on weldmenls containing defects may
not permit a true a.'J8essment of th3 significance of these
deIcets under servi ce conditions. N'Q.tural defects are
notoriously difficult to reproduce realistlc.lly In laboratory trials. 11 is now well established, however, that
fall!Uo tests on butt welds with the excess weld metal
removed are extremely sensitive to tbe presence of
defects and can show quite clearly the different effects
of dille rent defects. Thus, In addltfo~ to proYlding In(onnaUon on the rate of growth

2 x 106
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Flj;. 2 - All test results for rutUo welds containing
slag inclusions not more Utan 3/8 in. (lO mm)
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If the areas and the approprinte defect sizes were
used :lS they stand there would be no factor of safety
in tile standard. In order to allow for j~Tlorancc of the

Ufe. These quO!lty levels are def1ned .s areall In the
&oN dlsgram. They are divided by .tmight Unes with
a slope of -1 since this conforms with a theory rlevelol'ed
elsewhe re to cleo! with l.ck of penetration defects. 1
This slcpe is :Usa found to be suitable for other types
of defect. Using always tbe lower limit of the scatter
b:::md ot aU known test results, tbe critical size of defeet which mlght just COlusa failure in each area was
then determined.. The acceptance st:uuhrd Call then be
st:ltcd in lonna of the m.3..ximum allownlJl~ size of each
typo of defect for each of the five quality loveLo.

exact size of the defect present, tho

~pplied

stress level

:md tbe required liCe, an approach similar to that used
in BS 153 and described by Gurner,2 is sugc:cstcd here,
Because the consequences of ignorancc arc llkely to be
more scrious at high stress thtlll :ll low stress the factors applied are graded. The actual !:lctors arc arbitr:.:ry
and would In any particular .pplicatton" standard be the
responsibUity of the drafting commiltee. The stresses at
P. C . 16~·t
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For eccentric defecls use this figure
in conjunction with Fig. 4.

Elomple. A defect hOYing a depth 20 of 0·075in. ond a length 2b of 0·15in.in a plate l'/ in.thick ·.hose
centre line is a·2in. from the centre of the plote will be occeptoble for qualit y Y but unocceptable for
quollty X
Fig. 3 - Dingram COL' :\I'l sessing p1:!lUl}" de fects
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which each of the lines crl.)Ss ~he 105 :md 2 x lOG abscusne arc IHl'ltlpi.icd by the :u'h.l rul'Y factol :; s ...~ I\!clecJ and
tho painl s ~o obtajn~d :lg"in jf.'iJl('d by str.li:.;ht Hnes in
the log S - log N cUagr.un. 1'1':0 resulting FiS-. 1 is tho
one which L~ used in dctcM.n inlng the qu:-.Llty h. vel required (or nn :lctu::t.l s tru cture. In dect\'inz F'i~. 1 the
factors octually used are given in Tabl~ l
As :m example, the designer of a steel :structure required to Bunivo 105 cyclc~ at :l. stress range of 0-9
tons/tn2 would know Irom Fig.l that the rcqu\t'ed quollty
was X.
For low cycle fatigue, 1. e. cyclie Uves <104 cycle.,
it is conservative to consider tho l'elatlon.c;hlps between
design and stress :l.nd quolUy to be the 5:111\e as those at
10 4 cycles.
In the 1:lLlgue tests on which the standord is b>sed,
fatigue cracks grew untU the stress on the t'Cln:Lining
net section was suUteicnt to cause ductUe fr:tcture. In
order to ena:ure that the r esults of such tests can be
applied with snlety to an actual structure, it is necessary to speciJy. that tho mo.terl:\! has sulliciellt toughness
to enable it to tolerate n cracJ:, whose length approximates to the m ate ri31 thickness, without thero being a
risk of brittle fl·acture. The necossary t()Ug1moss levels
are given in the st~dard.
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It has been r""noln grner:ti thai the ratl:;ue strength
o[ welded joints at long Uvcs is ind\!pcndcnl o[ the tensUe propcl1.ics of the particular m:ttcrial In\'Clbcd. All
welds of the sruno type in stl."cls varying \!Iidoly in (('nsile strength ho.ve the same f:lliOU(' slrcnblh beyond
ab""1105 cycles. The same applies to welds or the
snme type In aluminium alloys. Th refore, although
the fatigue tests on which tlit> standard Is b..1.scd hove
used only mUd steel and a small number of alumin.ium
alloys, it is not considered r.eccss:\J:'y to rc~lrict the
application or tbe f>lanciard to these materials. In !:let
it would be r casonlble to o.ppl~' it to steels h:u 'in,g tensUe strcn~hs up to 50 tons/fIr a.nd 3.luminium alloys
up to strengthS 0125 tons/!n2"
In genernl it is found that for Similar JoJr.ts :md
defects the I:::.ligue strength (If al uminium alloy welds
arc appro:d.l'O J.tciy one third o! lh~ strcn~bs o{ Eotecl
welds. FiC\u'c 1 can be appliud to both m:tlcrirus makIng use of the nprJropriatc sll·csS sc:Ucs.

Thickness
Some of tile rules in the proposed st3Dcb,rd take
account of ttti c!.IJ{'S3 (lack of penct ration) and SC'lmo do
not (slag in c lU s ion::! ). In tc::;t ~ 0:"1 we lds conta.Jninti s lag
inclusions it has IJccn found Hut f01' a given size of defeel the sl rCIl!';th for thicker m:ol('I·Il.1 15 ei .. hc r .lS grant
as or greater th~1ll (01' thiMcr materIal. Thero is
therefore no nC"ccssily to im po:J o an upper limit on
thickne.~s. HQwc·..or, since the converse will :.pply it
would be un.salo to apply the rules to material t.hinne r
ttu.n tho sm31Jcs l tluckncss used in the tcsts. This
thickness was ! In.

JoL-:t geoJntltry
The m3jority of fatigue failures wWch occur in service
lire 3.Ssoci:1tcd with desisn [eaLures and not with

w~ld

de-

fect.5 in the normally accepted sense, It is assumed that
any str..lctu re which is to be subjected to f:lUguc loading
in s.n1ce h.,s been designed on the b<1Bis of fatigue
stn.ngth inherent to the geometric details employed
(usl.,g for c.'Xamplc the fati!,'1.ll! clause in BS 153). The
eI!~t of designing to such a clause is to rule ont, for
mo::t practic:u cases, thg higher qualIty level~. For
cx~ple, stmcturcs with fillet-welded att~ch.ments
eiU:.~r with tee fill~t weld lying transverse to the direction of stress or with the fillet weld end in the stress
field will net require a quality level greater thnn X.
Th~

effect of st ress ratio

The standard c.s outlined here is based purely on
pul.sating tcnsion loading ( Smln = R =- 0). However,

Sma.x
there is suIficient infonnation in the literature on the
elfoct of different values of R to enoble the effect of this
.,ruble to be allowed for in drafting any particular
code. For example, a number of diagrams simUar to
Fig.l could be produced for tho dillerent values of R
It i, sug~cst"d that the quality levels should remain the
sar.:.e throughou t, the stress ranges approprla.te to each
qu:l!ity beir~ adjusted according to the value of R. It is
knc''\-n that ior R = -1 the stress range for n = 0 C:ll1 be
mu.::ipliod bY:l f:lctor o[ about 1.25 and for n = ..-0.5 it
clle be multiplieu by a factor of :lbout O. 85. Ranges
[or other values of R can be oiJtained by extrapolation
and tnte rpolatlon from these known values.
Scc r)ndary bending

The a.t\:aJy~is used in deriving the ru1e~ docs not
mcl.:e allOWallCC fur second:lI-y bcnding which could
occ:.ar with IOllg surface defect!) in flilt p13.tes.
SUrface deCects in such instances would be more
d3.r.-.aging ttun similar defect:; in structures where
secondary bending is resisted, e, g. circumfcrentiru
b.llt welds in pipcs, and the allowable defect sizes
would therefore be reduced. Analysis of tbls conIigul'ati~ll has not yet been e::.:rried out.

DERlVATlON OF ACCEPTANCE LEVEL FOR
DEF ECTS
Slg inclusi ons (applicable to steel only)
It has bct!n found th3t good correlation can be obtained bt.:!lween tht! lcngth of a. 5136 inclusion and fatigue
st!'engta. Th.i.'i Is not beCmlSC the cther dimensions (in
p~::lcular the hei~b t measured through the th1ck.ne~s)
Jl-e considered to be immaterial, bot because, by re3Son
of :b.e way in which a sbg inclusion occurs, those other
pe.!'f\meters c!o not vary widely. A stand:ud b!J.scd on
ll!:..,-th will anyway be conservative because it In based
(\0 !"l1sults for induslOns whos(3 heights cover the range
of ;:Ol.'OlCtiCal. values tuld a iower limit to the test results
h.:.s b~c n used. The accept<Ulct! lC'folti wel'e evolved
by ~lot ting all avallable test results. The res ults were
j.;! .: t.ted ill order of incre3sing defect size. In this way,
lr/; lower lL-nit of tho scatter txwd was gradually moved
(i-'i .;nwa. rrt'i. Tl ~c c.:ritical defect ::;iws wero to!u,.l n to be
tl :-;: 'J lor which OH! 01' more o[ tlH.l rcsults teU in tho

next lowest quality band. Figure 2 includes :til the rosulto obtalned by a Working Croup of Commission Xli
01 the nw for defects whose lengths were ]oss tlu.l\ or
equal to 3/8 in. It will be seen that no failure~ occurred in quality band X. On the next increment In size,
however, some results did fall in this band; 3/8 in. is
therefore the critical size for this quality. Stressrelieved welds can toler3te larger defects than 30::1welded joints and it may be conSidered worthwtille to
take advant:>ge of this fact.
The m a.ximum allowable defect sizes detcnnlned in
this way for the five quality levels are given in Table n.
Uniform porosity (steel and aluminium alloys)
The parameter char::J.cteri~ing uniform porosity Ms
been taken to be tho percentagc reduction in cross-sect_
ional area.. Good correlation has been found by a number of investigators between this parameter and the
percentage rcriuction in futi6rue strength. An approach
similar to that used for s lag inclusion bas bcen employed,
plotting on a dlngram similar to Fig. 2 results for increasing percentages of porosity. Results for aluminium and steel have been analyscd. The resulting allowable levels of porosity are shown in Table II
Since for most practical purposes with bliguo loading qualities V and W ca.nnot be used, about B',l, porosity
will usually be allowable. This is in fact a very high
level and indicntt!s the relative hannlessness o[ this
type of defect compared, for example, with wcld geo-metry, A 20% porosity would be to all intents and purposes Impossible to achieve by any practical welding
process.
A useful method of determining the pC1"Ccntnge of
voids for unlionn porosity from a radiograph has been
described by Hwldcrcft et :tI. 3
Linear porosily (steel and aluminIum alloys)
This is a defect which should be treated with caution.
As such it is probably inSignificant, but it Is frequently
an indication of lack of fusion. U the latter type of defect can be identified and its depth measured, or if its
cepth can be tLSsumed from the dctnlls of the Joint PI"eparation, it should be assessed on this basis referring
to the relevJnt clause in the standard. Only i1 the
linear porosity can be shown not to be associated with
lack of fusion should it be treated as porosity pure and
Simple and assessed on the basis outlined in the proceding paragraph.
Planar defects (steel and aluminium alloys)
This heading may be taken to include all the following
defects:
Cracks, lack of penetrJtion, oxide inclusions
in aluminium alloy welds, lack of side wall

fusion, lack of lnterrun fusion, and lack of
root fUSion.
Undercut and I"oot concavity can also be treated as
defects breaking the surface under ihis heading, since
th~y will ceitaiuly have smru.l crack-like dcfects at their
roots.
Tn the past it has been cOD\'cntionnl , with 3 few except·
iO'1S, to reject welds containinu :lny of these de[ccts. fluS
bas been very rC:l!-;ouable sincl! such defects are the most
delcteriou3 of all. IIowever, it is I;nown that practic:t1 lj'
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UIOUNTTO BE OEDUCTED FROM 11 1 IN flU . TO AllOW FOR DEFECT ECCENTRICITY
2t
Fig. 4 - Eccentricity allowance

every weld that is made contains planar defects of one
kind or another, but in mCJsl cases in the past these have
been smAll enough to be undetectable. Structures containing them h:t.vc given quite salisfrictory service. With the
improvements which aTe taking place all the time in l\"DT
technJqucs, and also tho lnCf("llSing usc of destructive

ex.amin:Jtion oC sample welds, it is bccomir.g clear tbat
I stancbrd ",Weh seeks to r(d('ct all planar defects is DO
longer practical. Hero again a decision must be taken
u to whether the defect fs large enougb to impair tbe
serviceahility of the structure. However, considerable
care in l\'DT should be exercised when asst:'ssing such defects in vicw of tbeir severity.
It Is POl'hapS worth noting that tbe rules which have
been dcrived for crack-like derects ean be appUed to other
types of deCcct, if, for example, d1lficultics of identification arise since the planar defcct is tbe most severe.
A theot')', which is well supported by e~"perimental
evtdence, has been evol vcd on which rules for planar defectR C::Ul be based.. SUeh )"Uics cannot be 35 Simple as
those outlined abovc for poro::;ity and slag inclusions
lince they depend in a rat her cOlnplcx w3y on defect
bels:ht, length, position, L,d materi3.1 thickness. Tbe
theory will not. be discus sed here e:'(cept to say that it was
part t:illy outlined in the authors' pre\10us paperl and
is based Oll the observed conr:.cction between rates or
fatigue crack propagatiou and the 1nstant~mcous value of
the fracture mechanics stress intensity f:lctor, K. 4, 5
Rules b:LS~d on this tbeory can best 1.IC exprcescd in
diagrammatic form. FiSUrc 3 gIves lbe basic rule which
was originally derived from defects near the centre of
thickuess. Figure "" gives the cornction to be applied
lor oU-contre d(!fects. 'fLe way in which theBe diagrams
arc used can !Jest Oc illu!:t T3t~d by means of an example.
Suppose lhat one wanted to a~SCS8 t be eignilicance of a

defect h:lving the followin~ dim~nsions and position in a
plate whose thickness 2t was ~ (n.
Defoct helghl, 20
0.075 In.
DeCect l ength. 2b '" O.l!:i in.
Distance between defect centre Une and pl~Jle centre
line , d = 0.2 In.
2a
0.075
First, .... - 0
5
- 0.15 Is calculated and usleg
2t
.
?
the upper left band part of Fig_ 3 the func-lion C(;:) is
E

found, a functton which IR derived from the crack propagation equations. In the ca~c or this examples

2.

1(-)= 2.8.

2t
t-d
Next, the e."tpresslon 2t

'"

0.25 - 0.2
0.5
- O. 1 i.s calcu-

lated, and from Fig. 4 the eccentricity allowance
t-d
2.
g(7.-2 ) to be deducted from 1 ('2) Is determined.
t
~d
t
case g (21) • 1. O.

In this

It is to be noted tb:1t ilS d npproachcCl zero,
t-d
t-d
L e. 2't - 0.5, g(2't) becomes small. Also for 00t-d m3Y be Degl 19l
' 'bl e
fects with small v al ues 0 f 2.
2t I gt"'2l)

compared witb f(

~~.

In the present example the corrected value of
2.
f (2t) = 2.8 - 1.0 = 1. 8.

Tbe ne>.1. step La to allow for defect sh.npe.
The value 01
2a
2b

0.075

~

Is

= ""O,l5 = O. S.

calcul~tocl

In this c:;.se

The parallel curves in tbo lower

left hand pan of Fig. 3 are followed from the corrected

TABLE

m - Allowable
(\'alu~

delect heights 2a for various qualities, thicknesses , and degrees of eccentricity.
given arc for defects in which 2a is small)
2b

Quality Thickness Central Defect
2a
d
2t, in.
In.
In.
d-O

2a
In.

In.

2a
In.

0.4
0.8

0.18
0.28
0.061
0.080
0.10

0.23
0.46
0.92

0.039
0.057
0.080

0.96

0.060

d

d
In.

2a
In.

d
In.

2a
In.

d
In.

Edge defect
2a (t-d: a)
In. 2a, In.

Z

0.5
1.0
2.0

0.19
0.28
0.38

0.15
0.3
0.6

0.16
0.25
0.36

Y

0. 5
1.0
2.0

0.080
0.10

0.076
0.090

O.l!

0.15
0.3
0. 6

O.l!

0.2
0.4
0.8

0.5

1.0
2.0

0.023
0.024
0.02-1

0.15
0.3
0.6

0.023
0.02-1
0.024

0.2
0.4
0.8

0.020
0. 023
0.024

0.23
0. 46
0.92

0.017
0. 021
0.023

0. 24
0. 48
0.96

0. 013
0.018
0.022

0.49
0.98

0.014
0.018

0.009
0.009
0.009

0.5
1.0
2.0

0.005
0.005
0. 005

0.15
0.3
0.6

0.005
0.005
0.005

0.2
0.4
0.8

0.005
0.005
0,005

0.23
0. 46
0.96

0.005
0.005
0.005

0.24
0.48
0. 92

0.004
0.005
0.Oe5

0.245
0.49
0.98

0.004
0.005
0.005

0.002
0.002
0. 002

W

0.12
O. U
0.19
0.033
0.038
0.040

TABLE IY - Allowable deCect heights 2a for various qualities. thickness es, and degrees of eccentricity.
(Values given arc for defect in which 2a "" 2b)

Quality Thld mess Central
21, In.

Defect
23.

2.

d

2.

d

In.

In.

In.

In.

In.

d=O

In.

d

2a

d

In.

In.

In.

2. Edge defect
(t-d: a)
In.
In.

2.,

z

0.5
1.0
2.0

0.36
0.59
0. 90

0.3
0.6

0.39
0, 68

0.27
0.34
0. 57

y

0.5
1. 0

0.20
0.31
0.42

0.15
0.3
0.6

0, 16
0.27
0,38

0.14
0.20
0.24

~.O

0.095
0.12
0.13

0.15
0.3
0.6

0.087
0.11
0,13

0.2
0.4
0.8

0.072
0.098
0.12

0.46
0.92

0.070
0. 094

0.5
1.0
2.0

0.026
0.028
0.028

0.15
0.3
0.6

0.027
0.028
0.028

0. 2
0.4
0.8

0.025
0. 027
0.026

0.23
0.46
0.92

0.021 0.24
0.02·1 0.18
0.027 0.96

2.0

0.5
1.0

x

w

23.

,

,

, illue of f (2") until the horizontal line appropnate to this
2. t
value of 2b is reac!:.ed. From this point a vertical line
is p rojected b3.clt to the origiIul
gl'/CS 3.D

CUl've.

This in effect

2,

eq'Jiy=.lcnt value of 2t Cor a continuous delect

t..: the centre of thir::·:.ness. In this cas e the equivalent
..'uue is O. (18 , A h~r i z ontallin c Is now projected at this
nJu ~ into :h.e :-4; t ~ :,nnd part ot the diag ram to meet the
" ~rt1.:" a.l liLe fer the :.ppropriate thicl~ess . II the point
!'l d~ tc rm i.:.ed lies -:dow the cur\'" for the qunlity l'eq .. ired the ~ef ~c l is acceptable, but if it lies abo ve the

0. 50
0.61
0.62
0.016
0.020
0.024

0. 49
0.98

0.016
0. 020

0.012
0.012
0.012

curve it is not acc(lptable. In the example given the deIect would be acceptable for qual ity Y but not a.cceptabl~
for quality X.
Defects which break tbe s urfaco are treated in just
the same way as uther defed s but in this case the
ecc entricity dcc!uc tion will be conS ide rable.
Some idea is given in Tables ill and IV of tbe sizes
of defect obtaine d us i.ng these tl!ac:rams :
(i) for a long defe ct, 1. e. whe ro 2b » 2a, and
(l i) for a s hort defect where 2b = :l ao

luilipl. def",,'s (slag IDcluslons :wd planar defoct.)
Whether or not adjacent derects mtoract depends on
the dist:tncc between tbem. Ca~cd on work. carried out
elsewhere on lxk of penetration defects,6 the foUowing
rule can be derived
If the distance between the ends oC hvo adjacent defeelS Ie greater Ibo.n :
(3.) 2.25 times the thickness of the material, and

(b) 1. 25 limes the length of the larger defect each
defect shAll be considered separately. If, bowever, tho dist:lDce betweC'n the ends of two defects
11 leas thall eithor of the n.bove values, they shall
be considered as n single defect having an,overall length cqu:U to the disbnce mea.sured between
the two extremities of the defects.
FRACTURE CONSIDERATIONS
In most maleri!l.ls the problem of preventing brittlo
fracture is mainly one of selection of nlaterials for lenaion regiOns with :l:dequate toughness to tolerat~ defecta of a size likely to occur in fabrication and/or service. In stroctural steels the situ:J.tion is complicated
by the !:lct that, because of their sensitivity to strain
rate, they have a lower resistance to propagation of a
moving Cr:lck Ul:l.n to initiation of fracture from a
statiollary cr:lck. 11 is lbus possible to base material
selection requJroment! for steels upon either resistance to (racture initiation or resist::mce to unstable
fracture propagation. In genenl. past expericnce has
relied upon tho trnnsilion with temperature of reslstanco
to brittle fncture, wHhout a clear distinction as to
whether tbls transition referred to fracture initiation
or to fracture propagat1o~ This stand'lrd provides [or
both alterrutives so tb.'l.t the choice is made by tbe
designer. In gcneral, sclection of materials bued upon
prevenlion of fracture propagation is the saIest phllosO:Jhy
since it accepts nnd cnters for tbe fact that, in welded
stnlctures, there Dlay be some locally damaged regions
wh.ich could lead to (raclure initiatioIL Material selectIon based upon pl'c\'(:ntion of fracture initiation from
pre-existing defects requires a careful assessmcnt of
tbe resistance to fracture of all rCGions of 3. weldmcnt.
This aris<'s because, in practice, the initial. defects of
concern occur
3. result of welding, so that the tips of
the defects will usually be located in m:tterbtl chang:<,d or
produced by the wclding process. As desclibed previously, to C:lter for fatib-uo-looded st'Nclurcs it 15 nccessary
to stipulate adequate 1ou~:!-.ness to toler:l.te through-thickness cracks with :t lenGth of twice the plnte thickness.
This also ensures that lcnkage wUl occur before fracture
in prcssurc-containill; equipment. SO:.Je guidance is also
givcn in the stami.1rd, however, (or th~ rt"lationship
between fracture loughncss and dele-ct size- so that r..n
:lSsessmcnt of the sl;;nUicance of crac~s can be ma e
for non-fatigue situations.
Whilst the lrall3iaon temperature approach has been
extremely success!ul tn st ructural steels it does not
providu qU311tltativc iruormatiof, on Ih~ rclationship
between stress level, d<!fl!ct size, and material fractul·c
toughness. This iufonnation Is be:it derived by h'Dcturo
mechanics appru.1clwd, whicb arc not limited to structural steels tn thulr ap;>lic:'ltlon, but can be utied on all
materials. Tho (rac.lUTe mechanics ...pprollches are not
incompn.tiblf" with the transition temperature approach

a.,

slnco it is found that the fncture toughness cic!.:lnnined
by fracture mC'Cli:mjcs: tests on full thickness r.~:ltcrial
increa..t;es rapidly as the temp&r:l'~urc increase!- through
tho transition r:mge.

LIMITATIONS OF APPLICABILITY OF FRACTUru:
APPROACH
In dctennining tr:msition temp0l'atures for resistBDce to fracture initi3tion in structural steels the test
results must be obtained from tosts wWch satlsfy a
number of rfXIuiremer.ts.

Transitton It:mperatu res - thickness clfp-ct
It is found that (or different th1cknos~es machined
from the S3.JDe fnitlal th..icknCIS, the temperaturo range
over which a transition In fracture to'J,luiess occurs Is
lower for thlnner m:ttcrial. This geometric eUect of
thlcl::ness means that, to detennine rCDllstic transitioD
tempcntures for a given material, tosts must be carried out at the full mnterial thickness.

Strain r.lte effects

Where a transition temperature for resistance to
fracture initiation Is to be assesseu it is essential to
reprcxhJce the str::t.in rate relevant to tbe structural
applicntion. Thus, for pressure vessel applications,
where the rate of 103cling is invar1:lhly stltie, it is saf!icientio carry out fracture toughness tests in a Donnnl
slow looding test m:1chine. However, for appllcl:ion to
earthmoving equipment or ships, for exaruple, ",here
some degree of imp:lct loading may occur, the rate of
loading used in the tests must reproduce th:lt from
service.
Local

In ate rial

e((e-cts

When considering resistance to (ncturc initiation it
is essential to cnrry out fra.cture toughnc.u tests to ensure that all regions oC tbe wcldmcnt have adcqu ... ~e
toughness. In most cases tbJs can be achJeved by
carryIng out tests on specimens taken from a procedure
test pla.te with either shall> notchcs or fatigu e cracks
introduced alter welcUng. 11 h:ls been fou.r.d, howe\'cr,
that in C-Mu steels, when defects occur d'urir.g wcldin6'
and are present wring subsequentlhcnnal cycles from
later welding runs, severe local elllbrit11~meot may
occur a.t the defect tips by a strain ageing mechanism.
h is therefore prudent to c:lrry out (ract ure toughness
tests in which specimens ta}:en from procedure test
platcs arc also subjected 1.0 strain agclne. eitber by
mechMical. prohcntUng or by simul"tf1\, the presence (Ie
a defect nnd then wcldilig over the top to produce natural
strain ~c1ng.
Cracks at the cd;;es of cpenin;s -

lon~

crJcks

Radial cracks at c.peninr,s need specht cor..sideratiun.
When eucb cracks arc smal1 they wUl be effecti \,ely
located in the field of stress concentratlo:\ w(J to the
hole. Longer cr:lck~ may behave as if \~ey had n total
length Including the hole c!1amctor in the unUc,,!"Tn i;cnol-al
stress field. Cracks wlth a length greater than 0.2 x the
diameter o( the openitX; should be ('onstd~red as the
dlvidin:; mark, and to have an eUecti vo l~r:gt.h equal to
tbe octualiength added to the diameter oC the opening.
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Fig. 5 - )tlniJnum tcmper3tures for diIfcront th.1ckncsses

of C-Mn steels in the :us-welded c'o ndiUon
Witb len::; cracks nearly through th~ thic kness in
pressure v~s sels, bul~ir.g ellects oc(."Ur which cause
failllre at a lower pl'essu re than would be the case for a
fi3t plate situation, and which enn cause failure well
below thd yil!ld stress even above a transition temperature.
The iOl?ortanl paramctf'!r controiling lbis bulging ls
wbcro D is the vessel diameter and 2t Is the
material thickness. Slglljfjcant bulgl~ cUccts will occur
for valt.: cs of ajvfSt >0.5 :1t O. 75 x g~n~rn.l yield pressure
for the \ ~slel. for :¥VDt > 1. 0 at O. 67 x gcncf:l1 yield,
and for ~f'ii >1. 5 at 0.5 x general yield. The fracture
mcch :m1c~ relationships given below do not aijow for
bulging cfft! cts,

a/"'Vfii

FRACTUItE TOUGHNESS REQUrnEMExrs
In CClt-:Un thicknesses Qf some materi31s it can be
assamcd til.."ll there is s ufficient inherent fl'3 cture
toughne ~s to tolerate both initial welding cracks and
fal1guc Cl'3.Ckd completely througb the thickness to a
leogth l 'I:icl! the pl:ltc thickness, For the purpose of
th~ slaJ!.!.lru alumiJu~m alloys up to 2 in. thickness,
with a pre ,:':' s lress less than 15 tons/m2 . and operating
at :1 d.as1~ str~s ~ hdow two thirds of the prool stress
of the we:lkt"st region of welded joints, do nol require
special co::.slG!.:ration for i.'isks of brittle fracture, With
stl"'..!.ctural lects the desl~nct' is t'equlrcd tn <!ecldc on
eitber a t l' :>~~;; it !O I1 tempcrrttur(' npproach or a [r:tcture
mf' c!Jar ic'j ... ,JprrJach 18 c(r;cl'ibed ~lcw, Fo t all other
mutcrhi.. '-! fracture Iil·:·;!' ;.;,ics !lPproa!. . t~'; 3houJd be
u~e ( l 1!':\. . '''i'J lremc:lts ~l'i~ "ased on p\:-n lr defects :
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~Iinimum temp~rat ures for dUfc1'ent thicknesses
of C-Mn stecls in the tberm3ily st1'(,SS relieved
condition

all defect:! may be treated as plnnar for (racture considerations but it will usually be found that non-plan3r
defects arc insignificant.

Transition temperature approaches (structural steels
with yteld stress less than 30 tons/in2)
The dcsJgner mus t stipulate whether the initial
material selection is to be bas6d upon resistan ce to
fra cture initiation or on resistance to (racture propagation. For fabrications subjected to shock loading,
or in cases where the cOllsequences or failure arc
particul3.rLy hazardous the propagatJon approach
should be used. In ether cases tho initiation approach
should be adequate.
Prevention of fr3 <.tu re initiation. In cases where the
toughnes5 levels gi v-,:n below C:l.nDot be achieved. it is
neces!:Jary to stipubt~ quality V, 1. e. no defects can be
accepted. In such C3.SCS thl.! re must also be an adequate
safety margin ag:tinst fHtlgue to ensure thnt fatigue
cracks do not develop.
It can be assum ed that, provided materials have
been selcctl.!d on the b!l~is ot l'caUs tic tranSition tem::pe ratu res , there will fI~ ::Hmquate toLel'ancc [Ot initial
weldin;: c l':l.cks and for throug!1·thicknC5 s fat;~llC cracks
develop(;d in se rvice to n t c n~th twice t~c pLato thickness
when ope r:tti;\J above the ~'''·I1!..:ii tion temperat ure. The
minimum permissible h~m~(' r:ltures for m:tlcrlil ls which

shOW trnnsiltonru behavicur with temper:::turc can be
baSed eithe r upon results of nolch("d and welded wide
plato tests or upon :-csults of COD tests. Whcn conshlerlug iniU:u wc..ldlng cracks it is neccssary to take account
of possible cmbrittiemenl from welding by carryin!; out
tests on p~u'Cnt plnte, HAZ, and weld metal, a9 weU as
to asscss !lUSCCpl ibUity to stl":lin ageing d..1.mago. For
C-Mn steels up to 3 in. thickness operating always above
80· C no constd3r~tion of britUe fracture Is TOCtuired..
Tho minimum temperatul"t's pcnnitted by ihis standard
without further cxpel"lmcntaL work for different thlck.... sos of C-Mn steels Ill'C given In Fig. 5 and 6 for the
as-welded and stress- relieved conditions respectively.
Tbeao Umits arc based upon correlations between
Charpy V-notch impact tests and notched and welded
wide plate lests, and arc chosen to take account of local
)1elding at stress concentrations such as n01.zles in
pressure ve.sselft. For steels wUh a yield 'strengtb up
to and includIng ]8 tons/in2 the energy absorption at the
Cbarpy V-nolch test temperature for use in Figs 5 and
6 should be 20 nlhs, while for steel. with a yield
strength between 18 toos/m2 and 30 toos/tn2 the appropriate Ch.rpy energy absorption Rhoold he 30 !llbs. To
operate at Lhe minimum temperatures pennitLed it is
necessary lh3.t the weld melal should give a minImum
Chsrpy energy absorpUon of 30 ft 11>5 at O· C (BSG39
grade 2), since thJs W:J;S the qU!l.Uty of weld metal used
in tho wide pl.He lests on which the limits in Flcs 5 and
6 are based. The lImits arc nol applic3blc to single
N .n high heat input processes unless it is .shown thnl the
Charpy energy absorpUon In iho IlAZ 0.05 in. from
tho fusion bound::ll')' is not wor~ c than the weld met:J..l
requirement. }o'or notch ductile steels Cha.rpy C'I1Crgy
absorption figures arc supplied by the stcelmakcr on
thc millshccts. For BS IS steel, a Ch:upy CIlCrg)' of
20 ft Ibs at +] O· C 03.0 be assumed for thicknesses ur' to
i In., and for BS968 pl.te mat.rial values of20 !llbs
at -lS·C can be as sumed up to thicknesses of]~ in. In
all cases nOl.. cove red by the abo\'e remarit.s fracture
mechanics or COD tests should be carricd out on specimens from we ld procedure lest pi:lles to determine the
trans Ilion tempe rature, laklng :lccoonl of the points made
under I Llmlt3tions of applicability of fracture approach'.
These results may then be used qU31\litatively to derive
a more Rccurnto relationship between defect size Wld
conditions for fRilure.
Prevention of fracture propa.";3lion. To select flteels
for preventioD c! fra cture prop:l gaUo:l the sirnv1esl
method for steels wit h a yield slre~h up to about
30 tons/tn2 is LO c!etennine the crack arrest curve by
cnrrylng (lIt drop weight tests to locate tlle nn ductility
temperature, or transition dire ct. Provided the minimum opcrntht£: tcr.'1pc rature is at least 35· C abo\'e tho
nil ductUity temperat ure of all reg ions or above the drop
weight tear to:,t lra.ns ilion of all regions, thcl'e will be
sufficient fra cture t0U6hne s s to t0101'ate cracks of length
twice the pl",tc thickllC5S. Corrc lt1tions between thcse
testa and the Chfl. rpy V- notch im pa d test have not been
aystcmat1c:l1j' co-o r rlilnted at ~r l.!s e~t and thi:; ::t antb.rd
requires eithe r drop weight tes ts or drop weight lClll.'
tests to be. carr ie d O'J .t w!len c:!es isn against pr op t"G~Uon
18 at 1pulnlcd.

Lin'!nr fra d ll n~ mech:wies
For the C3DC of a cr:lck extending to both pl ato ~ ur
!:tces wlLb a IUlurth g re ater t han the pInto th ickni"!s li in

IInlfonn 8t n.'~s regi ons n.·!nntc (rom hou r-rl=,. rl<:3, the
relationsh ip Octwecn strc:os inlcnsity factor K. s tress
nonna! to thc cr:lck pl:lllr. 0, and Iuill cr:H.k lc.:ngth I a '
is given by K • a'\lna. TltiH can be QSsumc d to apply
to curved sh ~ ll~ as well as nal plate situaUol.s pro"ided
the crack length does not cxccotl twice the plate thickness. In r~ons of stress cuncentmtion, a shwld be
taken as the nomin:U stress x the stress concllntr:ltion
factor. Fnr surface or embedded cracks of It.:ss th3.n
0.7 x the plate ihick"es. In depth, the Inlpo rt . nt climer,sion is the crack height, as in the fatigue cons fderati01ll
for pl:mar defects. In these situations it b necessary
to stipulate an equivalent vnlue or the paramcter ' a' for
fracture toughness considerations. For em ~d dcd cra.cka,
remote frenl both surfaces by at least 15% o( the t!Uckness, 'a' shoulu be bken as hill tbe maximum c rock
height. For cracks wbich approach to eilhc l' tiurfaee
within 15% or the tWckDCSS 'a' should be t~en as the full
value of tho .maximum crack hCi &:ht. The e ITect of crack
length for cracks of height le ss thaD O. 7 x t hlckne ss is
8mall and tho cl'ack height is tho only dimen.~lo n required for tbe fracture section of this standard. For cracks
of height greater than O. 7 x thlcknes. the crack length
becomes the dominaut factor, and 'a' should bo taken
as hall the crack length. With these provis ions lh.
relationship K = ay'n:l may then be applied to situations
of through-thJckncss surface 01' embedded CTlI C:ks. These
simpUficatiol\s arc not as accur:l~O as the relati onships
used in the fatl~e :lItalysis for plan:n defccts, OOt are
suIIicient for tho present pUl1)ose.
The fraclurc toughness of:1 material is the C"l"itical
value of K at fractuI'C, and tho minimum value for relaU,'ely thlck mate rial is calle d pl':lJlc strain f r:l c~uro
toughness and g lyen the symbol Klc ' Rccomm c-l1uc d pro-ccc.hJ.rcs to mc3.S u}"C plane strn.in fra.eture t ouc:: ....n~ss (K1J
are now well cs la.blistied 4,9
In principle the mc1hods a. re opplicable to :11 1 rn 3tcrtals, bJt in pr3ctice the thickness and si18 or bbo r atory
specimens nec('ssnry to maint ain thc v:uldlty uf the
elastic analyses (or m:tny mat e rials rnay be ~r l!lter Ut.l!l
the thickness of interest or tbe size wtllch can com e nientiy be tested.
It is nol considered worthwhile to take advl.Ol age or
the lower strcss levels necessitated lIy fnticuo consider-ations to pennit 3 reduction in frnctut'C tQCjghJl ~sS requirements , although aJl:1Jyses for this could easlly be carried
out. This assumption represents 3 considera blc ufely
factor. For a de s jgn stress b:1s ed on two-thu-ds o! the
yield stress the tOll;;hnCSS level necessary to $Upr~o rt a.
through-thickness f~L1 gu e crack of l('ngth twice plate
thickness is :
KI e ?_
K
= 2/3 0 Y V!nt, t. e. r--") • 2. 6 t, whe r e the
lc
0y
thi ckness is 2t. This toughness !e\'cl is outside t he ra.~e
of validity o( CUJ'l-cnt plane str:!.in tt"lll(:hnes s testi ng t ec ~
niques, ind!ca.lint; Uut some alt cma.tive to li oca r fra ctu re
mechanics is nt;ce~.::a ry fOl' tbe bC \'O ro roquh~mcnt5 oi
tolerating cracks of lc ngth twice plate thi ckness al a
strt"s s leve l of t·... o- th lr ds yie ld.
For non-fa.t lgu e s ituntions it wou ld atill be a des irable obJ ecUve t o ha\'o ndequa.te tOt.!t:lm 5 8 to tol(,1"3tO 3
cracl.. of lel~h t \'. icc plate th.i('kuo:ss, parlh.:ula rly in
pressure-contain il!g equipme nt, s o that lcnkAGu occurs
before fracture. This will not .:llw::.ys be pos:;,fblc, b",,'ever, siJlce the c ost of matcri:u ~ With such toubhncls
levels will oCt en La une conomic cOlJ'l pared to incre a.:oed

TABLE V - Fracture toughnes3/Cr:lck size relationship pCIT.litted for valid linear fracture
mech.a.n.ics techniques

TABLE VI - Frncturc toughness/crack size relotlonships permitted for genor::t1 yielding
fracture mecha.n.Jcs techniques

De.:1Ilgn stress two thirds of yield stress

As-welded

Ma.'<.

crack
site

a ma.'I(

Stress

or stress

As-welded

reUeved

relieved
+SCF 3.0

+SCF3.0

K1c 2
0.5 ("-)
ay

K1c 2

0.1 ("-)
a
y

Des4,'ll stress two thircl!:J of yield strau

Max.

crack
size

As-welded
Stress

or stress

relieved

relieved
+SCF3.0

~c 2

0.15 ("-)
a
y

0.15~
e

6

a max

0.5

t;4

y

y

inspection requirements. Where valid plane strain
fracture toughcesB tests can be carrIed out the ma..dmum
values of' a' permitted by this st:ll1d:r.rd are given in
Tabie V. The tests must be carried out on parent steel,
ll~Z, and weltJ metal from a procedure test plate, at a
rate o( loading apprcprlatc to the structure, to determine the sibrlificance oC deCects in these different regtOD!.

Ge:.eral yield In;; (neture mechanics
In : ho pre\ious p::.pet' b)" the authors 1 an account
was gl\'en of the COD tc c hniques oC genel':U yIelding

Cracture mcc h:l.nics. The baBJs oC-this :tppr03ch Is
th!!.t for ;1 paltic-.llar combination of material, thickncu, tempe rature, and loading rate, fracture iniUatioc is found to t.."Ccur at a critical value o( COD. This
ap;>roach p r ovides an extension to linear Cra.clure
mechanics, so that fracture mechanics tests on one
type or the other ca.c. be used to measure the resist:1l1c8
of 3. P31ticul:tr materW to Cracture 1nitlatlon by labora.lory tests. The measurement of critical COD values
on dlffel'ent regions of a weldment must be carried out
only ta.."lng account oC thickness and str:tin rate effects,
and using icst nlmenu,tion calibrated and proven to give
accurate COO.\·::tlues. A check on the COD values can
be obtained fro(".l notch root contraction mea3urements
he:ore :md aft er frac;ure which should be roughly equal
to the COD me.."l.Surement. In C-Mn steels tests should
al!O be c:uried out on spec imens prestr:t.lnc.1i by openl~.g and then clIJ.sing tbe notc h by O. 006 in. at 250· C, to
assess possible dam~ing effects of hot straJning at
pre-exi stin~ deiects Curing welding.
It r~ma ins t o be shown what level of COD the materIal wul he ~!<ed to "'ithstand in :l structure of a particular mate ri al at 5 ive::;, s t ress level and defect size combinations. An 1::idicai:l oD of the relationship between COD,
st ress leve l, a::d defec t si ze can be obtained from the
ar.alysid o( the ;:- trip yielding model of 3 central erack
il; an infi nit~ pl:n8 u.r.de !' uniform stress. This analYSis
is in efiect an t;.:\"tens ion o( the well-estabUshc u analyses
oC ilnc:u fractl!rl! me: ch..1l1ics , 3nd gives the (ollowing
r e:ationshir,s l~t w e €Q COD (S), yield stres s (0 ), yield
s t rain (Oy), tl f: i.' tied st re s s (0), iUld half en,eI;; fcn6rth (a):
8 e··a
6 ... ~
"

log sec

As-welded
+SCF3.0

!!.!!..
2 ay

The p aTllT\ · .)1' 'a' s hou ld l'Y taken to have t he same

0.1

t!-,
e
y

signiIic:tIlce:lS for linear (racture mechanics for tbe
case of surbce and embedded crocks. For t::te cue of a
design stress oC two-thirds oC the m3tcrial yield stress
the nbove expression reduces to :
6

s

2e :a.
y

Expcrtment31 measurements oC COD at different stress
and strain lo\'els in edge notched wi do plate tests 7 and
in spherical vcsscls S show lhat, provided the crack
length docs not grea.tly exceed twice lhe thickness and
bulging ei!ccts do not occur, this expression is conser-vnUve. These results also show that for the case oC
residual + design stresses or for dcsiJ;n stress + stress
concentration effects with nn SCF o( 3. 0 (as at nozzles)
the rel:ltionship between COD 3nd crack len&th is covered
by 6 >2" eya, a.nd for the cn.::i e of design + residual stress
+ stress concentration cCCects it is covered by 6'3 "eya..
These expressions are summarised in Table VI i n tenus
of the m:t.'tirnum value of 'a' pcrmitted by this slanoord
fat' dUferent COD levels.
For fatigue loading situations the pnr:lm eter amax for
crack size in Table VI should be replaced by the material
thickness , 2t, to give values (or the toughness level
necessaI)' in a.1l regions o( fabrications to tolerate the
presence of fatigue cracks.

EXAMPLES
In order to demonstratl! how the requirements o( th!.s
standard shwld be applied three eX!lmples will be given.
Example 1
The firs t case to be consi de red 18 a stcel press
frame. Si nce there is no Britis h Standard directly
relevant the customer has :lsked for the fr.1m e to be
designed to as 153. The r egion oC particular inte rest
concerns :l simply Suppo)'ted I beam with a centnl
point load, f:lbricatcd ft·om 135968 sleel with 2 in. thick
flanges and a ~ in. thick web. Tht,) press ma.y ha.ve to
operate at tempcraturc3 do\\ u t o +10· C. The n:U\gcs
contain tra.nsverse butt weld:; a.'1d the wcb-to-flnn",e
weld Is m 3dc by a continu oll ~ au l onultic proCl'S 3 with
cope hole~ located at tht) hlitt we lds in tha n 3 n,~e. These
cope hole s a r c positioned :it one Ilu:uter cnt..l thrc c-qu:ar*
ters oC t he le nbrt h of the benm, Sl Ufeners a.re wc l dl.'l.1

to the compression n:LngC and to the web only and arc
cut away so that they do not come bcluw tho neutral

.,us.
The worst debil for welded tension regions ia the
wel d end ossoci.1ted wiLh Lho cope boles. In the fatigue
clauses or DS 153 tbls dct:til would be deslL'ltated as
C~s F. Tbe required Catlgue ille oC the press I.
2 x 10 6 cycles. Tho mn.:dmwn design stress pennlttcd
by BS 153 Cor s ucb n detail I. 5 tons/in2 and tbe maximum
st ress permItted for continuous automat ic longitudinal
lillet welds (Clas. B) I. 11 tons/in2. At tho m!d- span
position of the bc.1.D'1. a stress level of 10 tons/i~ is roqulred by tbe design and tlUs I. within tbe DS 153 limit.
At t he one-quartor and three-quarter lengtb positions
the maximum stress I. 5 tons/tn2 wblcb Is agaln
Leeeptable. R"Cerrln;: to FI~. 1 of tbis standard
Qu:lllty V construction I. n'qulred Cor mld-sp"" regions and no d3!ccts are pClmitied. However. Quality
X construction is adequat'J for regions ~l\Veen cope
holes and the ends of the bram. Thus tbe transvel'SC
buU welds in the Oange which are in tbis region must
aaU sfy Qu.::&lity X. Table U shows the maximum sites
of different weld defects which can be pt!nnltted for these
conditions. In general there is no need to inspect the
welds on tho compression side.
This example empbasises that It may !xl possIble
to C3.11 for different qualities at diIIerent locations 1n
a s tru cture provided that adequate communications
exis t between deSigner , fabricator, and inspector.
WIth regard to Cracture properties BS 153 require.
cl ause 15 oC BS968 to be stipulated for tlUd",esse.
above 1l in. In cUect this stipulates 3 tr:lnsition
te mperatuTC baaed on previous satisfactory ClI.-verience.
T.ble n Md Fig. 5 do not permit tbe usc oC thIckness
,bo\'e 1~ in. unless Quality V (no defects) is stirulated
or f racture mechanics tests are carried out. In tho
case of this Q...;amplc a fiuther check is required since
tbe deSigner wishes to permit fabrication of the flange
butt welds to Quality X and to allow fo r the I)Ossible
deve lopment of fatigue cracl ~ s. Fracture mechanics
tests arc required to demonstrate adeQ.uate resistance
to fr actul'~ initiation. The COD tests should be carried
out on 2 in. ~uare specimens, e, g. (ull O:l1lr,e thickness,
and f rom Table Visbould be requIred to show COD
leve ls given by 6/ey - 13.3. I. e. a COD oC O. 024 In. at
+10· C to tolerate fati~e crn.cks of length twice the
n ange thickness. To check. on risks of fracture from
inftial weld defects prcstrai.n(!d specimens should 3lao
be tested, although in this C:lse it is sufficient to ensu re th.1.t the tnosition tempe rature in the COD tests
is below th,.. minimum wOrkJn(; temperature of +10· C.
In lWs eX~ml)le tbe requirem ents for limit ing weld de(ect sizes I~cause of fati gu'! loading completely override oth·!r co~Jdcr3.tions on initial defect sites. This
will ru? ays be the case where fatigue loading to long.
lives bns to 00 considered..
Ex:unple 2
Constd("li\ble interest was aroused by a report of a
Calluro of a G in. thick low olloy steel pressure vessel
on hydl'OSl<eUc tes ts In December 19G5 . The inilJal
de.cect size which led to complete (r:lcture was a triaDguh,r cl':Jck of the order of 0.4 ill. in height, completely wried some O. 8 in. below tho surface, This
is within 1:'0 of the thIcI:ncss from th£' surl.:lcc so that
tbe aprropl'iato \'a.1ue of the paratllClCr 'a' h: Lbe full

erack hcir;ht O. -lIn. Fracture toogh.n(!<)s tests on the
weld rucL.u carried C'..1l ~ 1ncc (allure (;av~ nn estimated
K1e v.rue of ~3000psh/ tn. Tbe yIeld st ..cso oC tbe
wtsld metal was found :~~cr f:\Jure to be :lpproximatcly
1l0000psi. Tb1s give. 0 v:llue oC (Kl c/Cy)2 oC approximately 0.23 in. Tho report of the invcst'!:;atiou into
this failura coo..:luded that tbe heat treatment applied
was probnhJy not sufficient to relieve residual stresses.
Referring to Table V of this standard the nppropriatc
muimum permitted value of 'a' Cor the :ls-w~lded CODdltlon would be 0. 15 (K1.l Oy)2. L e. 0.035 In. U lh.
beat t reatment had been 5uUicient to relieve resic1aal
s t resses withrut any concomitant impro,·ement in toughneas, this standard would pennit values of' a' of only
0. 12 In. Had It been po•• lbl. for the _ICcets of low
s t ress-reUef temperature!] on tbe fracture toughness
of the particular weld Ioetal composition to be known,
the InfornlatioD given in this Btuu:brd would have indicated the sjtes of crack Vlhieh would be unacceptable.
Example

~

A somewhat simila.r pl"E'S8Ure vessel failure
occu rred in June 19G6 with the (racture on site proof
tes t of a boiler drum in the' power station at Cockentle.
In this case the initial defect for tho final Cncture was
about 14 in. long and extC'ndl.' d 3! in. from the plate
s urface. In this case the appropriate value of the .
parameter 'a' is 3l in. Tho report of the Investigation
into t his f3ilure indicalcd that the heat treatment had
been correctly carried out ~o that the vessel W:lS fully
stress relieved The l:llbe cri.ck wh1ch Dctre! as the
initiation pOint was located In parcnt motorial and
Table Vl of this standard indicates that, to tolerato
cracks of thi's site in materi:\! with a yield st rt"ss of
G5000 psi. the steel would h:1\'c h3d to show a critical
COD of cy:VO.!j .: 0.017 in. ThiS is tbe order tha.t was
obtained lJl tC:'lt:.. at The \\' e ld.Ln~ L""Istitt!to on 6 in. thick
steel of the t}1)e involved in the failure, :\G'ilin indicating t hat t he roquirements of this standard are not unrealistic cOIn)J:lred to service pcrfonnancc.

DISCUSSION
It is now clear that tho subject of weld defoct acceptance standnrds cannot be treated in isolation. n Is an
intcgral P3rt oC the total process by whlcb the cust'bmer
18 assured of oetting the product quality ho J"C'qujrcs at
tbe quoted price and delivcry whilst at the s:.me time
allowing the (abricator to make a reason3b:c profit.
Thls process Is known as quali~y control and is a primary managernent funcLlon. All too often IL lS regarded as an Inform:J and democra.tlc process but the
Dumber of cUs:lstcrs or ncar cU!:l.Sters whlch have
occurred in welu~d fabl'ic3tions due to hum:Jn error
Jnust surely have demoo.'Stratcd that manng(,lnent mU8t
not rcly upon informal cont:lcts between (;.xP~ lts wt-ich
mayor m3Y not t3ke placo and which go unrecorded. It
must establh;h a dcrtn1tc llalnon proccdu l"O within its
organisation whirh will be stl"icUy (ollowed in every
inst:l1lce.
n is still held In some quarters tbat any nttempt to
specify acccpt:lnC~ stanJ.:rd-s for deCocts will incvltably
result In a reb..x:!tton In st!U1u:lrds and open the door to
poor workm 3n~hip . These poople fce1 that 3cceptance
or l'Cjecl1on ~hlr.lld be b.'\scd on the good cu~ineel·i.ng
Judgement of Lhe inspector. The appr03ch suggested

constitutes jn ou r view tl rationalis3tion r:lthcr th:m tl
rcl:L."<<llion o[ st:UlCl..'\nis 3nd invotves <l total approach
to the process of design and construction, The final
iru:pector is at the Wl'ong cnrl o[ tbl! fabric:ltion process
to be able to decide 3ccept3.llce st.:mdards, Acceptance
.tilndards mll"t be decided before the beginning of the
f:lbtication process and th~ key mnn will be the designer
since he is the muy indi'li.du3.1 who knows the material
he is specifytll~, the stresses he is using, and the ctuties
to be perfonn l.!d by the fabrication. The numbl.H· of
doJsigncrs with s ufficient knowl~c.lge of tho wcllUng
met3.l1uI'lO' o( :tIl lhe materi:tls with which thoy aro
likuly to be concenled, in tht! capJ.bilitcs of ihe welding
processes to bt! employed. ,:md in the abilities 01 tho
preposed inspection mctbods to detect signiflc3.1lt defcets, is very fow. With the growing comple.'dty of
the science of \\ elded fabrication the number of such
univers:u cxpel1" is likely 10 diminish; consequently
the appro::..ch ~comes a team effolt in which the
designer Invohes the met allurgist , weldir.g engin~~r,
and insfI,cction specialist.
Management's joo is t o establish a check list of the
bcton to be considered in the total procoss n.ml to
e!itablish form:1l mechsnisms by which it is jnIonned
thrtt each stage h33 been considcred and of the decisions
taken. The c\)nlcnts of such a lisl will vary wilh indi\,(..'ual circumatanccs since e.'qJelts may not be available within ar. org3.1l.isation and outside expel1s or cons ultants m3Y need to be involved. The foUowtng
cx.:unplc is based on the assumption that the cesign and
f3brication arc to bo c3.rrit!d Ollt under one roof:
1. Customer s lll.mlils an outlino of rcqul.remeFlts.

2. Designer discusses possible methods and materials
with the customer.
3. Designer discusses m:ltcrlal problems with the

lnilterials scientist.
4. Dl!signcr discusses weldJ..ng problems with tbe weld-

ing engineer.
5. Designer discusses inspection methods wtlh the ch.i.ef
inspector.
S. Resolution of prcblems all test methods and accept:lllCe criteria.
7, Prepantion of detailed design and submissIon to

fabrication mau.'\ger for ::..pproval.
8. Submissicn :.Utei' modificatlon to customer for p.reUminary approval.
9. SubmiSSion of detilled design and estil11.ates of cost

:md delivery to customer.
Stages 1 anrt 2 need no fu rther commeut and at this
poi!lt it will be cll'a r whether 01' not fatigue has to be
cunsidered Sl 3~C 3 i!J one of the more important and
will inclurlc selection of parent mat e rials 3l!d welding
co nsu!U::..bles with aciv il.!e from ID"\te l'!a1s s up9U ~ rs and
coasloerntion of thO') weldability nnrt corrCJSion rcs isttJ\CD of the m ~tp r ia.1s ::3clected.
It is ?t this st il ~e that
it will be cl r.o. r , ;h teh :\pproach to ~ s t~ a.nd honce to
dd t! ct st~ CiC~I C C i ~ 1 '·:'Ilid; whc t~er it should :'l! f~lt1gul' , tra.nsit ion l ~ rn l)l'1":\ture, or fr!'l dure mcch ~nics,
or whcthll1" th.:! nwt crl :tls arc so in'lt:: r cntly dVl: ile tn."\t
c l..' . '.\'I) l of wel, Utp ' U" j\ ,:cts is nut d ~'~I~ nific:mL pal"\. of
-:! '_.d. ~y control.
-!. , ~ JcJ S i gnCl' \'.-t~ 11':.11'n of the lYl' I!:l

of Illctallurgic:u (!cfcctd 'w hich could arise, In the case
of unknown mat e rials or materials s upplied to a wide
or incomplet~ ~ pcc1fic:\tion, it will be nel:I.!SSill,), to
carry out l;\ooratory test;; to de fine essentinl properties. At the completion of this stage the designer will
know wbat defects he can tolerate.
Tho di.3clls~ion with the welding engincer. st:J.gc 4.
will concern bbL'ication problems ;J.ssociated with the
wcldabUity of the chosen m:J.tet"ials, e, g. the nced lor
preheating and/or stress relie[ and tho;) methods to be
used to control it, and the chOice oC process aJ\d pr<r
cedute for economical fabricat ion. In!orm~\tion on tbe
.tcchnologic&l (wf"1<ling proce3f:) de Cects whlcb nlight
arise and mctha<!:; to limit their occurrence '4ill rJso
be featur ed at th.1s stage.
In sta~o 5, the designcr will discuss with the chief
inspector, the h~pectiQn methods to be ~rnptorod, both
In process :md alter, completion, in the light or the
infonnntion on p\)sslble defects r(~ceived Croll1 tho
metnllurgist and welding engim:er. Tho NDT engineer
will be n :quil'cd to :lDSwer searching qucstions on tho
defects which may be detected, positively idontified,
and accurately measured, U~irl g the various techniques
at his disposal. He will have to he morc prccise than
in tbe P:l3t as he has in some c::..scs not only to determine the len~h of a defect but also its height :md position within thu thickness. It may l"A! necc~sary at this
st:lgc for the inspector to intornl thl! deslG"ncr that in~pection techniques of sufficient sensitivity are not
3v3ilablc, and tho origin31 choicc oC malcrial may thus
be untenable hc c:\use of the: in:lbility to dctect defccts
which may give rise to fallure::.
It is suggested that st3{;c 13 should be a gene raJ. wscussion between designer, aided by his m:ttcl"iais, we lding, and inspection colleagues, and the customer's inspecting :luthol'ity on the prohlems of interpretation of
test methods and weld quality acceptance stalldn.rds. It
is seldom that il St:Uldard or COtJe of Practice exists
which exactly meets rcquiremc!nls 31ld it will often need
to be rewritten or moc.li.fied to suil a specific flilirientlon.
A scientiIic oppt·oaeh to weld defect :lecE.pt:uice criteria
as promulgated in the prescnt papcl' will usually nced
modiIication in tho light of contmor.sctlse. For e.'(amp l ~ ,
a particular type of defect which is pedectly acceptable
on the basis of tht! inlonnation O~ this proposal, may
interfere wilh the detection of an ullacceptable defect
by the particular KDT methous in US6.
Stage 7 involves the prepo.rat iun of the detailed design with Imo rm3t. i.on on all the. \H'ocesses to be used
and the quality oC welds I'CQ.uircd. Thi3 is submitted to
the fabric ating shops In toto for coruirmatioll that it c:w
be m:tde with the sclected material in the chos en way
and that it can be inspected to the star.dal'cJs required.
Stages S and 9 nee d no comment.
A poss ible arlll'Qacb to tbe probl em ot deciding on the
Significant sizes of defect which C:lll be tolerated under
a particular s et oC r.ircumstanccs h'ls been suggested
in this paper. S C \' Cl'al ste!,s can r.ow be taken to augmont this 9u ggce- tron 3.1ld to en::..bl l! realistic applicntioilS
standards 3.Dd Cf':U I!:J of practice to be prepared:

(n) Estal.JlJ:; h ,\ mOl'O

Ccmply, h .~ n ;H ... e list of tcrm!'l
foC' ddc c: ~ ,;t h J efl1l itic.1.; iCS ; ~ ~ , P arl3
rleal s o:'l ly wit h dC'fects .·.~ V ('~l t.:1I hy r3d1 0~ r3. p lly)

(b) Define the csscnt1:ll parameters dcscrihin;; a
defect In terms of its size and its position within tbe welde d joint.
(c) Obtain cleut" infonnation from NDT experts on
the abuily and limitations of Lheir respectivc
NOT techniques to detect, identify, and meaSure
each of the defects listed In (3)
Such activity Is proceeding internationally under the
auspices of Comm ission V of the lnternationallnsUtute
01 Wehling but It will be • long time before an lntcrIllltional Standard can be promulgated. It Is suggested
that It Is not too early for BSI to be considering this
essentW groulldwol.ic sUnultDJ'leously , ..tUb an attempt
to use tbe suggestions in this papel" for the prepn.ratton
of an applications s tandard for a limited specific field
to est.bUsh their fe asibility.
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